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CURRENT BOOKS ON ,COMPOSITION : SOME REVIEWS

oseph Lawler, Bruce Cronnell, Ann Humes, Larry Gan

V '

, -

ry

As part of SWRL's writing project (Cooperative inquiry on.. f'

,CoMpesitjon Instruction), stastaff have needed to read a great deal of
. *

the current literature on composition. Staff%members sometimes
_ .

review the books they have read so that other staff mercers do not

17.

necessarily have to reread what has readY been studied by one

person. This paper is'a collection of ten of. these written

'-during 1980.

. The reviews coVeç. a variety of topics relating to composition

see the:Table of Contents the_ fol lowing page). The f rst three

reviews are of books descrlbng actual- writing -abilities of --.

students; Two reviews describe -how the,State of California views

Writing. Twomore reviewa look at textbooks for teaching sentence

dombining--a popular and valuable instructiopal approach to writing.

,One review Is of a lingulatica-based analysis of expository writing.

The paper concludetwith r views of two collections of articles:

one of papers presented at conference on writing, the, ther of

papers on English spelling.
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Loban0 W. an ua e develd en Ki de Arten throU h ade 12.

Urbana, III. ational Coyne 1 0 Teachers f E;g11sh, 197

alter Lohan

Orade.±12 is a

Ann Humes

Lnu eDeve 6 env Kndef arten thru

significant work..In h ea of composItienj

reference& to it are prodigious, This eport i -summarized below by

I -

ions, w h brief critical comments f.11owing the sugary.

VIEW

SUMMARY-=

Walter Loban's -tudy of the ranguage development

during theft-y als ln,public- school began. in 1953 -with 338

I

kindergarten: pupils living in Oakland and the surrounding Bay area.

Students were selected dn'the basis of sex, ethnic background,

dents

socio-economic status, and spread of int lleetual obi, lities. The

student sample -came fr n seven different isoc16-economic groups and

'three ethniCArouplp. The ethnic groups were Caucasian (which

Included Mexican-Americans), Black, and Oriental. Surprisingly, 211

subjects were still participating in thi longitudinal study as

seniors, in .high. school,. From these subj ets, 35 students were
=

sal.ected 'for close analysis for each of -e grOps, labeled by -

L

ity as High, Random, and Low.

Data collected during Ihe .longitudinal study included the

following!

. oral interviews, with each subject being queried

an the same topici;



typed transcripts to the oral. Interviews, which_

eventually recordid .spproximately 380,000 words

f spoken .language;

written compositionp that were b01.1 eted as

typical samples' of the students' work from grades,

3-121

scores on ead tests;

results of `intelligence tests, with, retests for

most students i either grade 4, 5, or 6, as well

as fir a .few irigr4de or 8;

esults of lisfeiling tests administered in grades

8, 8, 11, 12;

results of teWts on ,t f
use of connectives and

conjunctive adverbs;

early.,teacher ratings on a set of language,,

actors;

METHODS'

book lists made by students from their

books read;

miscellaneous-other data, such as. persoAa

profits and students' statements abou

'television programs watched.

memory of

Tran'scripts of lanivage

ty

e analyzedjor these two features:

C unicat on units. A communication' unit.

included, three categories of discourse--

grammatical units (T-units), answers

to questions when.those answers were complete but

not grammatically -independent, and words like.

"yes" and "no" as appropriate answers to

,questions.

Mazes. A,maze here is a- series of words o

initial. parts 9f words <e.g., stuttering) that do

not constitute a communication unit and are not

necessary to a communication unit



Both oral and 'wr en 'language were analyzed or deo'endent

adjectival, adverbial -, and noun. clauses. The adverbial );lauses were

further divided by type, and the noun clauses, by functi uses

elaboration* of _syntax were studied-by two methods:

/
the use 'ofJransformati
sUbordination;

'2. the author.-developed, weighted index Or ally

all- dependent clauses:

agt

to essesi--

1 point for each dependent clause

(first -older dependent clauses)

2 points for any dependent clause

modifying or within another dependent
clauie (second-order dependent claAes)

2 points for any dependent clause

containing a verbal construction such
as an infinitive, gerund, or participle

3-points for any dependent clause within
or modifying another dependent'clause
that Fs within or modifies' another
dependent clause,

The researcher also analyzed -tudents' oral and _ten'

language for finite verbs (those requiring a subject) and nonfinite

verbs (e infinitives, participles) as well at for verb dep I

However, lexical aspects of verb use.( the use of went vs.

ambled) were not analyze6 Loban acknowledged this as an inadequacy'

f the study.

*The use of various strategies of syntax through whic'h the

communication unit is expanded Beyond a simple subject, and

predicate.



RESULTS

The High gr.oup was high, group was. low, and the Random

group was in between on all these attributes=

average .number of words per comMunjca un,il

oral and witted; .

syntactical elaboration of subject and predicate;

number of grammati-cal transformations;

absenceof mazes In proportion to total speech;

reading and writing

range.of vocabula Y;

scores on'llstening tests;

B. use of connectors (e.g. unless, although);

9. use of tentativeness= supposition, hypotheses
PandlliorlaVstateMtnts;

10. number of dependent clauses;

11. use of -adjectival clauses.

Some specific details explicating these results are noted below.

For each group a steady upward progression was recoraeo for

the number of words perloral cOMmunicat on unit, and "almost without

exception, ,a higher`aveflge number of words per unit is accompanied

by high teacher ratingS, the most effective use of phrases and

clauses, and by increased use of other forms of elaboration

f

contributing to clear and meaningful communication" (p. The

High group was approx mately four to five years ahead of the Low

group and one to three years ahead the Random group.



In written languages.- e upward trend in the, average number of

words per communication unit es. erratic--large upward ,trends were

followed by downwd4 shifts
1 groups showed rapid groWth

grades-9 to 10 but aly-the High nd Random groups surged from

grades 11 to 12. Again the High grou as four or five years ahead

the Low group.

and written languag for number of words,

Loban found that the oral average was higher or grades,4-7; oral-

In comparing era

-and written-language numbers were approximately the same for grades

-7-9..and wr tten, language hed a higherAverage for grades 1012..

The Low group spurted du ing grade 12 in Its u e of dependent

clauses in oral language. While the -.High group t Corded. a

three-fold increase from grades K-12- the Low group''- use

dependent clauses increased four-fold. This greater Inc ease was

possible because students

use of dependent clauses.

the Low group started 1th a much lower

Loban hypothesizes that the Low group's

fundamental problems were low socio-economic status and different

early - language environment.

The average number of dependent clauses in written language was

similar for all three groups at the elementary levels, but the count

did not reflect the quality of writing, which, according to the

researcher, evidenced real difference ability.

Data for oral language indicated that adjectival clauses are an

important developmental factor for the High group. Adjectival

clause use fluctuated for the other two groups however, these\

groups used virtually an identical percentage of adjectival clauses



at the end of the high school years-As they did in

Loban concluded at 'an exceptional speaker (High) will. use a

progressively greater percentage' of adjectival clauses in oral

language, whereas the nonprofjcienf speaker (Low) or average speaker
o

(Random) will show no such percentage increase in th'e use

adjectival clauses" (p. 48).

In written language, LOban found that the High grows excelled

in usage of adjectival clauses until grade' ten:

At that point .the Low group begins to jnanifest what
the'High group has exemplified throughout the early
grades, and the High group . . . transfers its
emphases to adjectival participial phrases and other
more sophisticated solutions. (p. 481

All groups tended to use.noun clauses as dir ct objects or

. predicate norinatives, with some shifts at later grades to less
.

common categories. However, in written- language. the High and Random

groups evidenced a proportionately greater use (than did the Low

group) of noun clauses as apposIt'ive 'and objects

prepositions, of participles).

Adverbial clauses of time and cause dominated both oral and

ten language. However, clause type-fluctuated in written

language, .c-r,Pli,ng on the composition topic. Adverbial clauses

condition were common in writing, while the High group used more

clauses of consequence and condition in the latergrades than did

the other two groups. Loban concludA

the topic of any writing or speakin9 shifts the
frequency of, dependent clause functions. However,
crauses requiring rigorous attention to relationships



will appear less frequently. in ail language and will
he employed more often by those who are skilled In
expressibn. (p. 7)

Oral and Written language :Were compared. for elaboration -:

technique, and the High grou0 demonstrated a consistently and

progressiyely greater, number of elaborattons in written language

than in oral language. This same pattern also appeared with less

acceleication for the Random group. Howeve , elaborations in ltten
a

language evolved much more slowly for the Low group.

Use of complex verb ases (e.g expected to have been

waitin ) did not differ for the three groups. .Nettller were group

differences :evident for verb density. Although the P.oportion of

nonfinire.to finite verbs was not different for the three groups in
op-

their oral:language usage, the High group ranked ,"superior on this

feature in writing. Loban also remarked on an interesting verb:

phenomenon:

, . the coral and written data actually move in
opposite directions,. with the High group showing
substantially-More :nonfinite: verbs inwritien than ih
oral_ language and the Low group .Showing substantially.
more nonfinite verbs in oral an in written:
language. From this observation we may conclUde that
those rated high in Ian uagemakaa consciouS effort
to use nonfinite verbs n their writing whereas those
rated low in language o not make such a conscious
effort. (pp. 68-69) .

For a mope intensive -examine on-of anguage use, tranl or

'rational analysis was performed for six subjects only--two from each

ability group. The subjec =ts were chosen because they were typical

their respec ve groups. The analysis revealed that the High

- subjects used more transformafons thah did the i4ndom and Low



subjctS. In

_iletion tran formations in grades 1-3' as the

Act, the High subjects'

using during the last 6ree years of high schoc

n thi,S-,sec loban summaries the i nfortration-deta led in

on results and.then dr'awsearlier, sec

`conclutions.

,Loban- suggests that students` who are superior In oral language

in kindergarten and grade one (before they learn to read and write)

are the students who excel in reading and ;writing i 0 grade. six. He'

further concludes that students who are rated as highly'profitient

users of the language rely more heavily (than do their less able

counterparts) on dOendent clauses (especially on long ones) and on

-_.adjective clauses. They also use more unusual syntactic elements,

such as apposfeiVes, objective complements, and dependent clauses or

nonfinite-verbtclustersembedded within dependent 'clauses-

loban also asserts thaCdepend*nt clauses "used as objects ofr.

.the `verb are learned early in life and easily used by all speakers.

This means we will tke more interested rrather less elementary uses

noun clauses. The same holds true for the adyerbiaLclause of

time; its use is no mark of language maturity. Inste'aii, previous

.stucRes direct our' attention to the use of adverbial clauses of

concession-and condition as evidences of maturity." (p. 77)



further comments that "by,the time the High group reaches

th., secondary, schools, their witting shows no greater. incidence of

dependent clauses than the other groups;,the Low group now begins to

use more dependent clauses in writing, but for genuine language

power, they are depending too heavily upon such clauses. At the

secondary level in writing, 'they are doing what the High group did

111,

in grades 4', 5, and 6." (p. 77)

Loban describes stages of development in, terms of what appears

at various ages:

Ages 5 and 6: pronouns; verbs (present and past
tense); complex sentences; "pre-forms" of con-
ditionality and causality; six to eight words per
communication unit (oral).

2. Ages 6 and 7: complex sentences with adjectival
clauses; c .elitional dependent clauses; 6.6 to
8.1 words per communication unit (oral).

Ages 7 and 8: relative pronouns as objects in

subordinate adjectival clauses; gerund phrases as
objects; 7 to 8.3 words per communication unit
(oral).

Ages 8 to 10: connectors relating particular
concepts to general ideas (e.g., even if); cor
rect use of subordinate although for 50t of
children);_ present participle active; perfect
participle active; gerunds as objects of prepo=
sit ions; 7.5 to 9.3 words per oral communication
unit and 6 to 9,words per writtel,unit.

Ages 10 to 12: complex sentences with,

subordinate clauses of concession; auxiliary
verbs might, could, should; adverbial clause usa
at twice the frequency of kindergarten students;
if this - then type constructions (orally);
increased use of.,lonq communication units and
subordinate adjectival clauses (oral and writ-
ten); higher frequency of 'participle modifiers of
nouns, get.ind phrases, advei'bial infinitives, and
compound or coordinate predicates; 8 to 10.5



12

-words per oral communicatibn kn i t and 6.? to 11072
per written unit.

Lohan concludes- that the group rated High (during the entire

study and by a large number of teachers) manifested the following

language-use characteristics:

1. longer communication units;

2. greater elaboration of subject and predicate;

3. more embedding in transformational 'grammar;

Lao

greater use of adjectival dependent clauses;

more use of all types of dependent claOses;

larger vocabulary;

better control of mazes;

6. higher scores on reading tests;

higher scores on listening tests;

Increasing skill with connec

11, greater use of tentativeness (i.e., supposlIfon,
hypotheses, conjecture, and conditional
statements).
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longitudinal structure (which is unique for research in this area)

testifies to its credibility.

Thcvstudy also provides important information on criteria for

writing success in the Khool situation. These findings about the

importance of complexity and embedding support the importance of

intructIon in sentence combining to enhance syntactic fluency.



Britton, J., Burgess, T Martin, N., McLeod, A., & Rosen, H. The
develo ment of writin abilities (11 =18). London: Macmillan,
1975.

Bruce Cronnell

This book makes two contributions to the study of writing.

First of all, it sets out classification systems for written

products. Second, it reports a study of the actual writing

, secondary school ctildentS in England.

SUMMARY
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TRANSACTIONAL (1)
Language to gent-rings
dorm, i.e it is
concerned with an end
outside itself It
informs persuades
and instructs.

INFORMATIVE (1 1

RECORD
ze.w,tnes

account or
running
commen[df y:

x

F I gure 2
CTION CATEGORIE

EXPRESSIVE (2)
--Language close to the self.

revealing the speaker,
verbalizing his
consciousness, displaying
his close relationship with
the reader. Possibly not
highly explicit. Relatively
unstructured.

CONATIVE (1 \';')
lesO'rction and persuasion.

REGULATIVE (1 2.1)
Language which lays down a
course of action to be followed,
makes demands, issues
instructions where compliance is
assumed, and makes
recommendations which carry
the weight of authority or the
force of the speaker's wishes_

RE T 1 2)
T he writer
account of .3 particular
series of events or the
appearance of a particular
place e narrative and /Or
descriptive)

PERSUASIVE (I.? 2
Since compliance
cannot be assumed, ti
attempt is made to
influence action.
behaviour, attitude by
reason and argument or
other strategy

GEN RAL 17 ED
NARRATIVE OR
DESCRIPTIVE
INf RMATION ri 1 .sr

The writer is lied to
particular everts and
places ol.lt he iu deb.( r,)
1 pattern of repoinun
then) ar-0,1`m,-rx1 ro,,ses
this in pomir,rili!iqf fvni

POE TIC (3)
A verbal construct, patterned
verbalization of the writer's
feelings and ideas. This
category is not restricted to
poems but would include
such writingS as a short story,
a play, a shaped
autobiographical episode.

ADDITIONAL CATEGORIES (4)

IMMATURE CATEGORIES (4.1
I c1 undissociated categories,
practice play. etc

SPECIAL CATEGORIES (4.2)
Categories created by the
special contexts of education.

PSEUDO- PSEUDO-
INFORMATIVE CONATIVL
(4.2.1) (4.2 2)
Writing directed to Another
the teacher via an 'apparent
'apparent transaction' but
transaction' but a conative one
failing to take up the
demands of the
apparent
transaction.

ANALOGIC, LOW
LEVEL OF
GENERALIZATION
ri 1 4)
Genuine
generalizations but
loosely te'latert i e tire
seiationships ai e not
percenmd not
made explicit

ANALOGIC (1.1.5)
Generalizations
related
hierarchically or
logically by means
of coherently
presented
classificatory
utterances.

I L. 4

DUMMY RUN (4.2.3)
Exercise and
demerstration of the
abilifT to perform a
writing task, which fails
to take up the demands of,
that task.

ANALOGIC--
1 AUTOLOGIC
(SPECULATIVE)
(1.1.6)
Speculation about
generalizations;
the open ended
consideration of
analogic
possibilities

2/0)

TAUTOLOGIC
(1:1.7)'
Hypotheses and
deductions from
them Theory
backedby
logical
argumelitation
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en, 1979) that she and her students have difficulty using

the categories and suggested that there may be a cultural problem.

The classifications become clearer when the directions are given,

but this again seems to be "cheating," since it isn't just the

written product that is being classified. For classifying both

audience and function, the British researchers may be able to guess

the implied directions and thus the expected audience and function.

The school system in the United States just isn't the same as the

English system, ond that could drake a considerable difference in

interpretation (as noted again below).

T1-1;) SUBJECTS

Britton et al

split) from age 11

used 5Qt1 English boys and girls (almost e

age 8. At least the title sugges

those 'rr the ages; the book t r only refers, to their

ally

hat

year In

Secondary school: 1st, 3rd, 5th, and 7th (which' somewhat corteSpond

to grades

Hsi

a

9,'11, 13). The 7th year is either the second cal of

th form," which Is

into high

ly for academic students planning on going

tiun, or iS some Other school that we Id

y 01,1 ro,

ThC

er students.

theit It 'S (Dilly fur good students.

uden the following kinds ci

; grammar secondary mode. +=utopt-Oi.

li ect grant, independ and colleges of further t!Jkicatioll

commeHt is akrpropr late or" these kinds ref schools Ice (

d fferen( r,om U.S. schools.



Grammar schools teach only academic program hus there is a

weighting towards better students. Secondary modern schools are

generally for those not good enough for grammar schools; general,

clerical, and some vocational programs are included. Comprehensive

schools are like U.S. high schools; that is, they include both

academic and non-academic programs. The status of direct-grant

schools is unclear. Independent schools are private schools,

probably all with academic programs. Colleges of further education

are what one can go to after a five-year secondary academic prow-

(The seven-year academic pro -m required for university

admission.) Such colleges might include teacher-training

institutions, but they are not specified '.the report. They are

presumably academically,or4nted, but probably with more average

students than in the secondary-school bth ,and /th years.

bf it does not present a year-by-school distributioli,

ver,- mo r of the 7th year stud6nts probably come from academic

dimmo indcpc,dcnt, oHJ colleges
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THE WRITING SAMPLES
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The 500 students provided 7122 writing samples (called

pts" five subject areas (plug "other English (over

one-third), science, history, geography, and religious education.

(It should be noted tht the latter two subject areas are not taught

in most secondary schools in the United States.) The scri..ts were

not evaluated for duality; this is a serious limitation to the

study.

RESULTSAUDIENCE

The major resu t s for sense of audience are shown in Figure 3.

of the scripts were addressed to the teachernot an unusual

tending' since that's what school writing is all about. Nor iS

surprising to find that the teacher is addressed as examiner; again,

A the puint of much schcOI dnd probably

England, where essay questions are More common, even fur

gAdminations that are externally adm 1 i--eied And there ()le,

that thc pupil L., eAaminer" cetegoly y

r, +-rust stttti rrL in the 5th and 7th yea's ale plepof Irr. Lo ltFe
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Figure 3

Results--The Writer's Sense of Audience

Table II Distribution of audience categorical (n 21

Categories pia

Child to self

Child to trusted adult
Teacher-learner dialogue.
Pupil to teacher, particular relationship
Pupil to examiner

Expert to known laymen
Child to peerrgroup
Group member to working group

Writer to his readers

0-5

1-6

48 7

0-2

1 8

Child to trusted adult/teacher-learner dialogue 0-6
Teacher-learner dialogue/pupil to examiner
Teacher- learner dialogue/writer to his readers 1
Miscellaneous, 1.7

1 30)

Table 12 Distribution of audience categoric:, by ye

Categories

Child to self

Percentages of year totals
Year 1 Year 3 Year 3 Year 7
(n 619) (n 552) (n -= 462) (n 471)

0 0 0 2

Child to trusted adult, and
Child to trusted adult/teacher
learner dialogue

I ear=ner-= learner dialogue 1 45

Teacher learner dialoguejp
to examidier

1.--JkApil to exdmillor
Pupil to teacher,

relationship

flier to his readers, and
tracrier--learner dialogue(
writer to his readers

=== = .==

1\115cellanroos 1

Note F-,,,,,eroaus have been rounded s-
fviurt: du not always add to exactly 1CU

0

ri th.S. tah.st 301,)+= -=,
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emphasis on the examiner role since essay tests a

common than in England.

RESULTSFUNCTIONS

probably less

The major results for function are shown.in Figur.e Li. That the

transactional category is Most common isn't surprising since the
Ak

kinds of expository prose that it mostly describes are just what is

generally required in school, the high- frequency of poetic

furictiOn5 Is the result emphasis on scripts from Enalish

LlasSes e great drop In poetiL writing in the /th y

mahly It of study in that year generally Leinq foi==used

on outside exam5, w6lch dor7 ` I 'equine poetit_ writing=

most 7f the tr r , t iunol wi lung is infulmati __, only 1 13
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Table 16 [)islr,huti o of function categores

lion of main cateq e.--
o
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F i d'u re 4

Results -- Function

= 19921 Table 17 Distribution of function categories by years
(a) Main catcgoneS

63 4
5 5

176
8 6
4 9

Sub -cats Or

tr-dn Lion :ij carevory

rabic 15
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2 4
17
1.6
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Categories

Percentages of year totals
Year 1 Year 3 Year 5

Transactional
Expressive
Poetic
Additional cafe
Miscellaneous

54

17

19
4

57

6

23
8

62
5

24
4

$4
4

7

1

4

(6) Brealidown of S'utKilv ions of the transacetonal category

Sul? Late-

RecorL1
Report
GeneraliLed rid( alive
Low-level analogic
Analogic
Speculative
T autolouiL

rvilscellane0A4

Percentages of year totals
Year 1 Year 3 Year 5 Year 7

22
10

17

1

17

8

17

71

0
4

3
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However, the study is severely Fimited. The categories are

c1ufst unable in their appliCation (and perhaps in their defini ion).

The sampling was not random anp,may contain numerous biases, The

students were from England, which has a different educational system

from that in the United States.

Overall, the book is fascinating and frustrating. It provides

data that backs up what one- could guess, but that may rout be

levant in this county. It defines ways to categorize writing,

u ategorozotouna are unLIcor_.

hook on current studics ct writo

It os on influential



J. The corlposing process of- twelfth graders.
National Council of Teachers of English, 1971.

Ann KU e

Janet Emig's The Composin g _pro asses of Twe1fth Graders is Lt he

seminal contemporary study of the c ng process. -Asummary of

the important work is presented below; 'the summary is followed by a

few critical comments,

SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the inquiry was to examine the composing

processes of twelfth-grade writers,- using A case -study mathodt

According to Emig, the case - study method had been -previou;ly

attempted for only two extended effort= the 1961!effort of English

writer David Holbrook (1964), who analyzed, the writing of his own

students, and the 1967 effort of Herbert Kohr(1967)., an American

who described the' writing done by-the sixth -grade children in his

classroom.

Emig selected welfth graders for her study because ostensibly

they have ,experienced the widest range of composition teaching

the public schools. Emig used these students to test four

hypotheses:

-Twelfth-grade writers- engage -in- two modes of
composing extensive and reflexive--characterized
by processes of different lengths with different
clusterings Of components.*

The extensive mode is defined as-that which conveys a message,
is in the cognitive domain, and has an impersonal style; the

reflexive mode is that which focuses on the - writer's thought-5 and
feelings, is in the,affective-domain, and has a personal style.
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These differences can be ascertained and

theracteeized by having twelfth -grade ,writers
compose aloud --byattemOting to externalize their
procesSel of composing.

In the comOosing prdcesses tweifthgrade
writers, -an implied or- an explicit -set of

stylisti-c. principles governs the selection and
arrangement of -lexical, syntadtict rhetorical,.
and imagatc. component's.'.

For twelfth -grade writers,.. extensive writing
occurs chiefly as a scheol7sponsorad.- activity;.
reflexive, as a self-sponsored activity.-

THE COMPOSING PROCESS; REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE.

According to Emig, there are three broad types of data on th,e

composing process: (1) accounts concerning established authors, (2)

directives about writing by authors and editors of rhetoric and

composition texts handbooks, and research dealing with the .whol.e

at or some part of "the creative process."

AcCounts Concernin Established Writers -

Accounts about established writers take three forms:

description by a writer of his/her own method's of working, dialogue

between writer and attuned respondent, and analyses-by others of

evolutions of certain pieces of wk

Descriptions by a writer of his/her own methods appear within

products (for as prefaces/introductions to prodUcts), in interviei

and in self-studies. The audience is either internal (the author

himself) or external (the reading public). When the audience is the

author, the descriptions are idiosyncratic, and thus not

generalizable;.when the audience is external, the descriptions are



retrospective and subject to inaccuracy, both because- the

influence of time on memory and because the author "Invents"

commercial appeal. Both kinds of accounts pose a problem, according

to Emig, because) they deal with the feelings of writers, not with

the writing process itself. Thus such accounts focus-on partial

.phenomena.

The second form,of account is the dialogue between writer and

attuned respondent .g., an editor or fellow artist). Such

accounts are limited because they do not deal with the total

process they provide information, only on the revision of specific

works.

The last form, analyses by others of evolutions 9f certain

pieces of writing (e.g., literary critics, researchers doing

computer analyses of style covers studies that are concerned with

product rather than process.

Rhetoric and Composition Texts and Handbooks

Texts and handbooks 'portray the composition process as a wholly

rational--even mechaniCal--phenitiMenon. They are not useful sources

of data, according to Emig, because they do not consider the

Bible effect rP.spersonality upon the process.

Theor of the Creative Process

The third source of data consists of theoretical studies and

empi cal 'research dealing with the writing of adolescents.

Theoretical studies of the creative process generally describe

the process as consisting of several aligned stages. Data can be



identified

and type 0

jipport each theory, desp I to OM fact nu4er

stages differ. A few stud es descrfbe the creative

process as tension between opposing variables or as the interactfon,

of variables.

EmpiricaN research aboUrt adolescent writing usually focuses on

the product rather thpn upon the process of writing. Two studies

that do'deal With process; Tovatt & Miller 1967), and Rohtan &

Wiecke (1964 ), are experiments in 'instruction%systematic . group

interventions are introduced to effectuate a change in studentil.

behavior As they write-

THE DESIGN OF THE STUDY

-Emig ,studied eight 1.6- and 17-year-old students from various

secondary schools in the Chicago area. These students were

theirrecommended by the chairperson of the English department

high _school because they were "good" writers.

Each subject met four times with the investigator. At the

first session, the subject and the investigator conversed for

approximately 20 minutes, and then the subject simultaneously

composed orally as he/she wrote on'paper. This composing was done

in the presence of the investigator. The student chose both the

topic and mode. The oral composing was recorded, and the

investigator observed the subject and made notes. At the end of the

session, the subject was told thaI at the next s ssion, in one week,

he/she would write about,a person, event, or idea that intrigued

him /her. At the second session, the subject composed orally and, on

paper and was asked to recall any prewriting and planning done in
Ne



the interval between sessions. At the end of the second

subject was told that he/she 'Would be'asked'tO call all the

ing li/she had ever done,- both-illsdiand outside,

the thi d session, the

ing and

ubject produced an autoblography.of his /her.

as asked to bring a sample of -hi <s /her imaginative

writing to the next sesslon.this sample was to be composed during

the interval between _sessions. At the fourth session, the subject

was asked torecall the total process engaged in while writing the

Imaginative work.

THE COMPOSING PROCESS 1 MODE.OF ANALYSIS

this section .of the .repo-- Emig delineates dimensions of

the composing process' against- .which case studies of twelfth-grade

writers can be analyzed. Emig presents this delineation in Awci

forms --in outline form and'ivvprise. Emig's outline presented in

Figure

LYNN: PROFILE OF A TWELFTH -GRADE WRITER

In this section, Emig presents an analysis of the responses and

behavior of one student in the study. Since Ethig's comments in this

section are covered again in subsequent material, this section is

not discussed here.

N OTHER TWELFTH-GRAVE WRITERS

Background characteristics shared by the twelfth graders

include the following factors:

1. All but one were the oldest child of the family.

2. All remembered being read"to by adults.



Figure 1. Dimensions

rnposing
Commanky, Fishily, Scheel

Nature of Stimultis
-Registers:

Field of Discourse-encounter
with natural environment;
encounter with induced en-
vironment or artifacts; hu-
man relationships; self.

Mode of Ditcourse-eirpressive-
reflexiVe; espreAire,extcri:
sive.

Tenor of Dircourse

Self - Encountered Stimulus

Other- [nit istect Stimulus:

AssignMent by Teacher-exter-
nal features (student's rela-
tion. to teacher; relaticin to
peers` in classroom; relatinn
to general curriculum and to
syllabus in English; relation
to other work in composi-
tion); internal features or
specification of assignment
(registers, linguistic formu-
lation, length, purpose, audi-
ence, deadline, amenities,
treatment of written out-
Come, other).

Reception of Assignment by
Student-nature of task, com-
prehension of task, ability
to enact task, motivation to
enact task.

3. Prewriting
Self -Sponsored Writing:

Length of Period
Nature of Musings and Me-

melts Contemplated -field'of
discourse; mode of written
discourse; tenor or formulat-
ing of discourse.

I_ nterveners -and 'Interventions-
self, adult (parent, teacher,

the Composing Process among Twe I fth-Grade Writers: An Outline

other), peers (sibling...,ela
mate, friend); type of Inter-
vention verbal, nonverbal).
time of intervention, reason
for interventinn ( inferred );
effect of intervention on
writing, if any.

Teacher initiated (or. School
Sponsored ) Writing:

(Same categories,a above)

knticipaiioni A whit
components protected; when
first noted orally; when used
in written piece.

Kinds of Transformational
Operationr-addition (right-

. branching, left-branching);
deletion; reordering or ,sub-
stitution; embedding..

Stylepreferred transfonna-
lions, if any; "program" of
style behind preferred trans-
lonriations (source: self,'
teacher, parent, established
writer, peer); (effect - ,on
handling of other comm.
nents-lexical, . rhetorical,
imagaic).

Other Observed Behaviors:

Silence-physical writing.' silent
reading; "unfilled': pauses.

Vocalised Hesitation Phenom-
ena-filler sounds (selected
phonemes; morphemes of
semantically-low content;
phrases and clauses of sem-
antically-low content ); crit-
ical comments (lexis; syntax;
rhetoric); expressions of feel-
ings and attitudes (state-
ments, expressions of emo-
tion-pleasure/pain) toward
self as writer to reader; di-
gressions (ego- enhancing;
discourse-related).

4. Planning
Self-Sponsored Writing:

Initial Planning-length of
planning; mode of planning
( oral; written:, jottings, in-
formal 14t of words /phrases,
topic outline_ nut-
line ); scope; interveners and
interventions.

Later Planning-length of plan-
ning; mode; scope; time of
occunenci; reason; Interven-
ers and interventions.

Teacher Initiated Writing:
(Same categories as above)

S. Starting
Self-Sponsered ritIng:

Seeming ,Ease or Diffi:
Decision

-Elenient Treated First Discur-
sicely-seeming reason for
initial selection of that ele-
ment; eventual placement in
completed piece

Context and Conditions under
Which Writing Began

rnterveners and Interventions

Teacher-Initiated Writing:
(Same categories as above)

6. Composing Aloud: A
Characterization

Selecting and Ordering Corn -
panelists:

Y

Tempo of Composing:

Combinations of Composing
and Hesitational Behaviors

Relevance of Certain Theoret-
ical Statements concerning

uncoils Speech

7, Reformulation

Type of Task:

Coerecting; Revising; Rewriting

Trharformine Operation.:

Addition -kind of element;

info

On-
-kind element; Vt

stated or inferred reason for
deletion.

Reordering or Substitution-_
kind of element; stated or
inferred reason.

mbedding-kind of element;
stated or inlerred reason..

Stopping
A

Formulation:

Seeming Ease oriijulty of
Decision_

Element Treated 1.4st-seem-
ing reason for treating last;
placement of that element
in piece.

Context and Conditions under
Which Writing

Interveners and /nerventions
Seeming Effect of Parameters

and Variables-established
by others; set by self.

Reformulation:
(Same categories as above)

9. 1Contemplation of uct

Length of Contemplation
Unit Contemplated
Effect of Product upon. Sell
Anticipated Effect upon Reader

10, Seeming Teacher Influence
on Piece

Elea

of discourse;
ten discourse;
roes
kr or Topl

Audience;
Treatment

(pp. 34-35)



-A.hrgh.percentage of parents

Parents and teachers were impor
ihterveners:

5.:The persOn who was a significant' influence on the
students' composing processes depended, -upon

whether the writing was aelf- or school-

sponsored.

Previous instruction was nearly identical,

atcordrng to students' memories,. -yet ,these.

twelfth graders had tome from eight different
elemehtary'schOols..

The subjects preferred abstract themes, particularly the boys,

all but one of whom refused to write in the reflexlve'mode.

writing was typical formula, writing introdUce, deVelop, and

concl4cle.- Only the one male'student who felt comfortable writing in

the reflexive mode reported making outlines, regularly and,'

voluntarily=

All but one boy hesitated Awhile composing 'aloud. The one

exception compdsed (both orally and'in the written mode) at a steady

pace of 26+ words per minute. Emig could find no conclusive

exaLanation for this performance.

No discernable portion of the students' processes was devoted

to contemplation, -no:sense f consumation was evidenced, and no

reformulating procedures were implemented despite the fact, that

students could define such procedures.

FINDINGS

The twelfth gradprs in the sample engaged in two modes

compo_ noreflexive and extensive, with extensive writing occurring

chiefly as a school-sponsored activity. Reflexive writing elicited



contemplating the product and of

reformulating. Reflexive wrking occurs often as poetry, and

extensive wrtting occurs chiefly as prose

... MP
Based on her observations and interviews, Emig drew the

following conclusions about the compOnents of the c pdsing process:

The context for a composing situation supplies
the interveners and interventions into the

composing process. The significant other in the
composing process of secondary students depends
upon whether the writing is school-sponsored or
self-sponsored.

for school-sponsored writing, stimuli are most
Often either examples of literature or abStract
topics, while stimuli fOr self-sponsored writing
cover a wider range from all fields 6( discourse.

Prewriting 7 a far longer process in

Self-sponsored' writing. Able student writers
voluntarily do little 'or no formal written
Oreparatio'n, such as devetaping a formal outline.

Students start sChool-spontored- writing or
writing in the extensive mode in a very
'matter-of-fact manner, but some students exhibit
,inhibiting behavior when asked to write in the
'reflexive mode,

5. Composing aloud is) specialized form of verbal
behavior that includes actual composing behaviors
alternating with hesitation phenomena. The most
common hesitation phenomena are making filler
sounds, commenting critically, expressing
feelings, Algressing, and repeating elements.
Silent moments are Filled with scribal activity
or with reading, or are seemingly unfilled,
although writers may be engaged in

nonexternalized thinking and composing:

6. Stopping is not a discernible moment in

school-sponsored writing, but students do
experience such a moment in self-sponsored
writing.

7. Students do not pause to contemplate what they
have written school-sponsored writing;



owever,. such contemplation occasionally
characterizes self-sponsored writing.

Students d9 not voluntarily revise school -

sponsored writing; they more -readily revise
self-sponsored writing.

9. Students' first composition teachers set rigid
pirameter to theirwriving behaviors that the
students found difficult to make'more flexible.

Furthermore, what is being taught in composing.does not match

the practices of the best current writers, _according to Emig, and

this can be partially attributed to teacher "illiteracy" because the

teachers don't read the works of such writers. Making 'teachers

write so that they have experience in the composing process would'

help remedy this problem.

110rewriOng should not be ignored, and revision- should beCome

a part of instruction. Revision 3"s also too.narrowly'defined es

correction rather than reformulation. There should be lees.emphasis

on pointing out errors, and directions (such as "Be concise") should

be less abstract.

Teachers should try to encourage a wider diversity of writing

because too much emphasis As placed on extensive writing.

=Correspondingly, a shift away, from the teacher-centered presentation

and evaluation of writing should be encouraged.

COMMENTS

Emig herself acknowledges some of the limitationS of the study:

It is important- to note that this report does not
claim to be a definitive, exhaustivenor psychomet-
rically sophisticated account of how all twelfth
griders compose. First, the sample of students, as
well as the sample of writing they produced for'this
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investigation, Is far-too small and skewed. Second,-

even the most mature and Introspective stddent, in

the sample found composing aloud, the chief means the
study. - employed for externalizing behavior, an under-
standably difficult, artificial, and at times
distracting procedure. Third, tge writer did not
attempt to correlate the da collected with any out-
side, "objective" measures of writing ability--for
example,- the Sequential Test of Educational ProgreSs
(STEP), in Composition or the Student. Aptitude ,Test
(SAT)of the Educational Testing SerOce. (p.. 5)

iMPOCATLONS.

This .study, according to Emig, hashesimplications for both.

research and teaching.

Implications for Research

Emig believes that a similar study with a .arger sample could

provide more valid generalizations about the composing process.

Furthermore, longitudinal case studies of students would provide

information about the developmental dimensions -of the writing

process both for the individual and for the members of.various

chronological and ability age groups. Crosscultural tudies of how

students compose are also appropriate.

Composing aloud may'proVide information about transforming

operations and spontaneous speech. This case -study technique might

be-refined by using time-lapse photography and an electric pen or

stylus to record students' starts and _tops.-

Im lications for Teaching

According to Emig, school - sponsored writing is a !im. ing

experience that is other- directed and other-centered, with a teacher



tic.- Other-audien;es and ki,nds'of wr ng should

be f tered.

LIMITATIONS

The concerns Emig expresies 'about,Oral composing should go

beyond the difficulty, artificiality, and distraction caused

composing aloud. When students must ,compose alpudi they may not

express. ideai processes about which they are sensitive or

insecure: They may not -express s--ething that is too pertonal: they

may.not play with an idea if they fear that it may be potentially

unusable because it is inappropriate -or valueless. Furthermore,

when students do not have to express personal feelings orally before

an audience, they might write more often in the"reflexive mode.-

The problem of differences between oral and written language,

should also be considered because oral expres-sion might -shape the

written product and .influence the process far more than oral

language forms do in "normal" situations.

Audience interviewing, observing, timing will also

influence and even restrict student behavior /performance. A student

will inhibit those unique mannerisms and body posturing that often

become an important kinesthetic feature of an individual composing

process (e.g., hay pulling, foot tapping).

Numerous other concerns Could be voiced about the inhibiting

efFeCts of an -audience on the writer and his/her expression of

ideas/procedures/processes. However, the only current alternative,

to this kind of study is one that is also artificial--hooking the



writer `up. to machines., HOwever, using non-judgmental machine

'preferable 67 using human observers/intervieWers/tiMers. A 4

designthat includes using a word processor with concomitant data

processing by he computer seems a viable alternative to the Emig

model.
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English lan.ua.e framework for California ublic schools:
Kinde .a en hrou h Ade twelve. Sacramento, CA: California
tate.Department of Education, 1976:

oseph Lawlor

This bookbooklet is one in a series of frameworkspub-1-4-shed by- the

California State Department Education. The purpose of this

framework is to provide.broad guFdel nes far local districts to use
0

in developing their language arts instruction. is not a list of

stateamandited objectives or competencies; the speeircs of

curriculum design are Deft up to local- districts. Thus- the

f ramework 'does- rbt attempt to identify specific skills or o make

grade -level distinctions. The problem with this approach is that-

the framework is so general that its real value as an instructional

planning guide is questionable. For example, one 6f the program

objectives mentioned in the framework calls for' the student to "use

language ently"(p. 18). Another stated goal for the student

is "using and responding to media of communication" (p. 18).

Although these are certainly worthwhile sentiments, they don' help

to clarify the poorly defined area of 1-anguagearts instruction.

PHILOSOPHY AND GOALS

he first two chapte

SUMMARY

the booklet provide a general

introduction to,this revised edition the framework. The purpose

of the revision was'to shift the.emphasis the curriculum

contehtto the student. The language arts:are presented in terms of

two major elements: process and. content. Process includes (1) the
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observable activities of speaking, listening; reading, and writing,

and' (7) the internal "shaping" activities of generating,

ansforminq, and composing. Content is defined as the what

language (while process is the how). Content includes (1) language

study, (7) lierature, and (3) media. Process and content are

discussed in re detail in later chapters.

LANGUAGE ARTS AND OPERATIONS: PROCESS'

This chapter covers the first of the two major components of

the language arts. Oral language is discussed at great length (but

with tie specificity ), Reading is mentioned briefly and

reference is made to separate Framework in readin Of

particular interest is the.section on composing. The framework

identifies Six components of the camposing process: voice,

audience, content, form, and self-evaluation.- The suggested

deVelopmental activities presented in these pages are 1,.e closest

things to in t-uctional'planning aids found in the framework.

The concluding section of the chapter is entitled

tfoLtiondi Mt Is. The 5VCO0H dl)e physical

ranger-Tient of the clds- and includes stxrre raLhed IfIdlie di

1,e,413 1, .4hILh a
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Figure 1

'Chapter 4: Language Areas: Content

Language study
A, Linguistle Components

I. Language history

a. etymology
b. roots and affixes

c- borrowed words

d. Invented words

2..

a. alphabetiCal order

b. abbreviations
c pronunIcatiOn Symbols

d. multiple meanings

Spelling
a. phonological structures

b. morphemes

c- regularity of English spelling

d, affixation processes

e, mnemonic devices

4. Srammar

a- drawn from traditional, structural linguist' and

generative transformational grammars

b. emphasis on how the language works to convey meaning

c. basic SentenCe patterns
d. four form classes and their Inflections

e_ structure words
f, precise word choice (ThIS seems to relate more to

the semantic components below; hOwever..it is listed

in the text as part of grammar study_)

compounding, modifying, Subordinating, and transforming_

sentences (repeated below as a syntax skill)

S. Phonology

a. phonemes, morphemes, and rhythm of English sentences

b. practice in informal conversations and discussions

c, particular emphasis for students from bilingual homes

Intonation
a. stress, pitch, and juncture

b, practice with oral reading

morphology
a, affixes
b word-building skills as aid to spelling

Syntax
a, basic sentence patterhs

n, expansion through compounding, aludi

subordinating

Semantic Components
1 "Doublespeak" omphasla on Patjamie allyala/ a

techniques
Fact, infetence, and _

Levels of abstraction
importance of context
Connotation and denotation

Advertising
-1, Cutting Edge of Language"

bilingualism (covered in a aeplaraka

2 English as a second langoage (covered in

framework)
Dialects

Standard non-ate.daid wm.loge
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Figure 1 (continued)

II. Literature
A. Types of Literature

I. Poetry

a, epigram
b. limerick
c. lyric

d. ballad
e, romance

f. epic

Drama

a. stage production
b. motion picture
c. television play

d. puppet show
e. fictional dialogue
Fictional prose
a. short story

b. novel

c. nursery tale
d. animal story
e, fairy tale
f. legend

B. myth
Nonfiction forms
a, biography
b. personal narratlye
C. essay
d. journal

e. letter
f speech
q. documentary

Literature Goals for Students
1. Enjoyment

2. "Creative response"
3. Redefinition of values
4. Awareness of motivation in characters
5 Stimulation of an ongoing interest In literature
6. Aesthetic appreciation

a. literary forms, conventions, and genre
c effects of word choice, style, sound, and rhrti..
C. author'S choices in an artistic work

Selection of Literature
1. Appropriate to Student's background
2 Appropriate to Student's Interests

Varied in complexity, content, and type
Appropriate for individuals, small groups, aod/
`reading

5 Respectful of "particular pressure groups
Oral Sharing of Literature
I Records, tapes of stories, 000M$, plays
2. Drama and film preaentatiooS
3 Oral Feeding
Creative Effort In ti

Evaluation
I Object

of enj in literature
Evalua "add to the ..r the

0

B Magazine
C Televisit.

Filmstrip

I Cassette 1

Phntograbh,
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Language study includes linguistic proponents,

and "the cu

ntic concep

edge of language" (a melodramatic label for

bilingualism and dialect). The content of the language study seems

reasonable in light of WRL's work with language textbooks

(Humes, 1978). That is, the areas identified by, the framework do

appear in published ilgxtboOk series. However, the absence of

content sequence is a real problem. It's certainly important to

identify what should be covered in language arts instruction, but it

seems equally important to specify when the content should be

covered. The framework avoids this issue cc trpletely.

The literature section of the chapter identifies the types of

literature appropriate for instruction and provides some vague

literature goal's for students. Again, the content seems

appropriate, but there is no sequence.

The final section of the chapter

JIncussion identifies various types of media and offers a few

on media= The brief

-ti for instructional activities (e.g., "Create a new

episode
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Figure 2

Evaluation Grid for Teaching Strategies
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administrators and teachers, the framewoi- does not deal with the

here. (A brief mention of competency testing is made at the

end of the final chapter of the framework.)

MODELS FOR THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS PROGRAM

This chapter provides some guidance for the organization of the

language arts class at both the elementary and secondary levels.

This is the only place in the booklet that makes a distinction

between the two levels. The models are pretty sketchy, and the

differences between some of them are not obvious.

CONTEMPORARY ISSUES

This concludin6 chapter the framework deals with some

controversial topics in education. For the most part, the chapter

asks more que,stiins than it answ

since mehY

This seems be a reasonable

the i55tie 6,Luun1 eb1 llty, Lehtj, ip)

are currently being dehated in educational circles. However, the

chapter also includes a section (Figure in which the framework
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Myths About Instruction

A number of myths about Instruction must be clarified, or
will continue to experience difficulty trying to sees Inappropriate

expectations. The myths presented In the following paragraphs are

directed toward restatement.
Myth 1--inetrudtiOnal sequence. No set sequence must be followed

for developing language arts skills. Students learn In different wayS,

and they have different experiential backgrounds. Furthermore, they

know many things that teachers have not taught them. Instruction Should

take into account IndIVIdual learning styles, Interests, and needs;
teachers sh4.41 not attempt to Impose a rigid sequence through which
alb,studentS must move.

) Moreover, so-called sequences must be examined in the light of

ant research. Investigations In linguistics have altered sequences

language study. IncreSSOd use of school and classroom library
facilities and thi knowledge about learners' responses to literature
have modified practices in literature. Developments In rhetoric have

questioned some sequences In cOmPOsItion, as have Insights into the
learning process. Sequences must remain flexible to allow for inflow,-

five teaching.
Aryth 2--Grade level oompetenoy. It Is imapprOprimte to judge

competencies In terms of grade level. Children differ too widely in
any classroom for educators to specify what a "third-grade" student
will be able to do or the competencies that a high school "senior"
will have. In any classroom the range of competencies will be great,

itlith 3Guaranteed results of tnetruotfOn. Teachers Can perantee
to provide Instruction for students, but they Cannot guarantee the results.
Factors such as ability, experience, and previous Instruction'affect th,
individual student's learning. Many factors Impede learning fiat even

an excellent teacher cannot overcome. Teachers will continue to provide
the best classroom environment possible and the most effective stimuli

Possible to generate learning.
Sith 4Large cLaaa size. Research does not support the belief

that smaller classes automatically bring about greater learning. Research

does show that the methods and materials used are far less Important
than the individual teacher. Most significant is the total number of
students with wham a teacher Interacts. With more than 125 students a
day, a teacher cannot establish meaningful personal relationships with
his or her students.

mvth f,--Matertolo as the moat crucial component. Each student

is too complex for a teacher to assume that materiels can bring the
ponse from all.

.Myth 6--GetttLng book to the basica. Often teachers and parents
advocate the basics, which means, for some, teaching as they were
taught, for others It means using workbooks with right and wrong
answers, teaching the eight parts of speech, diagramming sentences.
or assigning lists of spelling words.

Since the framework committee advocates placing the student at
the center of the curriculum, the basics from this frame of reference
mean helping students develop their oral and written language abilitie..
to the greatest possible degree; showing'them the enjoyment and per
that derive from effective language use and increasing their ability
to think and organize !does clearly, to respond to the language of
others, and to Interact through questioning, discussing, and taking
pert In smail-grout, octIvitles.

T2-13)
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COMMENTS

Although this review has been rather negative, the framework

does have some redeeming qualities. We can applaud the authors'

attempt to place the student-at the focal point of the language a

curriculum. Moreover, the chapters on process and content do

attempt to illuminate however feebly) the murky areas of language

arts instruction.`

Overall, though, the -n ramework for California

public schools is a disappointment. However, it is important to be

aware of it, if only because it is likely to influence local

districts in their curriculum design. For example, the Los Angeles
F

continuum reflects some of the thinking of the framework. It

unfortunate though, that the document provides little valuable

assistance for planning language arts instruction.



An assessment the writing

seniors. Sacramento:

Education, 1977.
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ormance of California highs-chpol
e Department ofCalifornia

Joseph Lawlor

This booklet describes a 1975 study of the writing abilities of

m re than 4,000 high school seniors in California The purposes of

the tudy were (1) to determine the correlation betweeri actual

writing abiy.ty and performance on the Survey of basic skips:

Grade 1? (a Department of Education and (2) to identify the

strengths and weaknesses of student writers_ Although the study did

riot produce any particularly striking results, it is interesting to

compare he Departmei

wIth the work

Educa '5 approach to writing assessment

hd!, teen dpinu with Wf Itirig samples (Cronnel1

1980; Humes, 1980; Humes et al., 1980).
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Figure I

Essay Topics

Essay Topic A: Describing an Object
Directions: Describe an object (not a person, animal. or event)
you are especially attached to and tell why you feel strongly about
it. 'You might want to Consider the way you discovered it, the way
It came into your life, or the way It has taken on meaning through
time.

Essay Topic El: Giving Directions
Directions: When we make or do 10mething, we usually follow cer
procedures. There are certain steps to follow In baking bread,
tarring a roof, cutting a pattern. painting a house, repairing a
car, developing film, changing a tire, and performing other such
activities. Choose something that you know how to make or do.
Describe from the beginning the stops that yOu follow In order to
make or do it. Make the directions as simple and clear as possible.
Someone who is not familiar with the proCeills that you are describing
should be able to understand and follow your dIrectiOns.

din

Essay TOpic C: Writing a Latter
DireCtIons: Look at the piCture carefully. '(Picture stimulus Is
a photograph of several webers of a children's orchestra. In the
foreground stands a young girl, apparently crying. Next to her Is
a boy who It leaning toward the girl as If he wore talking to her.)
Pretend that you know about the situation because you were there.
Then pretend you are one of the following people: (I) an older stu-
dent helper writing to the principal of the school; or (2) a parent
writing to the parent of the little girl: or (3) a member of the
audience writing:to the music teacher. Then write a letter to the
person named, explaining what you saw and what you think about It.

y Tocic 0: Discussing an Invention
Directions; Not all Inventions have been good for all people
one invention we would be better off without. Discuss why we
be better off as a civilization without that invention.

Essay Topic E; Describing an Accident
Directions : Mere I s a diagram of an automobile accident. Study the
diagram for 0 while and thin describe the accident to your own words.

Name

-u d

eels w.
hiriAimm a.

A
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There seem to he some real problems with the stimuli or the

wiling -.moles. The directions to the student do not seem to he

spetific enough to limit the range of responses (with the possible

exception of Topic E). Two problems arise from this lack

specificity: (1) the scoring guides become unwieldy because they

must account for such a wide variety of responses, and (2) the

writing tasks are likely to be confusing for students. For example,

the stimulus for Topic A elicits both descriptive and narrative

wri

supposed to describe 6n object, write a story, or describe their
V

personal feelings. (Sample student essays included in the booklet

Students were probably confused about whether they were

indicate that this might have been the case. The two 1 scoring

essays For this topic seem to result from confusion about the nature

of the task The scoring guide for this topic (see Figure 2)

also s +ewhct c_on 1 isated, especially i n comparison to the scoring

guides developed by SWRL ronnell et al., 1980; Humes et al.,

1980)
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Figure 2

Scoring Instructions for Essay Topic A

The assignment does not require the students to confine themselves
to prose or to refrain from uOng satire or parody.

Blank papers or papersf which the writers ignore the assignment
or quarrel with the instructions or the proctors should not be scored
according to the directions which follow; they should be referred to
the table leader.

Each paper will receive two scores:

A holistic score which, identifi-es the writer's overall sense
of Composition (thought processes, insights, coherence).

2. A h4fi,stic score which identifies the writer's overall
comdiitencies with written English (sentence structure,
conventions, usage).

Score for Composition

First, the reader assigns an even number score according to the
fbilowing descriptions:

8 The writer identifies an object, supplies descriptive details,
and provides a strong accounting for his or her attachment to
the object either through lively anecdote or an insightful
discussion of values (usually more than one value). The paper
has almost no irrelevant statements and has an easily obser-
vable coherence or plan. The writer wastes no space on
talking about how hard it is to think of something to write
about, nor does he or she begin simplistically with a formula
such as, "lhe object i am going to write about is .

Ihe writer gives some descriptive detail about the objeci. and
at least one examined reason for his or her attachment to the
object= The paper has no serious incoherence and little in
the way of irrelevant or digressive statements=

'he Meiely ndule5 the objekLL and says d baic 1"imu,
about his r.,r her .eabonS for having the attachment the
object; or the w,iter describes an object without `,tatiny
ur implyinq wo,h dhout the personal attachment_ I n SOMe

Gd-,t1'1 Ore wi Iter ,nay contuse the rsSue by talklau about
IH I i s,, 1va,,t0gcs to the pOSIOM (fur e^olopl,

%-rant inr) t,, s. I I i t and get a Let tcr one) . ft,c paper Mdy
be ,,oliredier 1,),,herent or (..,orltain clearly Irrelevant

statements issues
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Figure 2 (continued)

2 The writer does not seem to have understood what he or she
has been asked to do. For example, the paper may simply
volunteer a topic which has not been called for The paper
,l11 usually contain obvious irrelevancies or be so halting
and brief that it communicates little information to the
reader.

After deciding upon an even number score, the reader may add a
single bonus point or subtract a single penalty point for any one of
the following reasons:

Bonus (+1) Penalty (-1)

Uncommon coherence
Uncommon insights
Uncommon length

and detail

Fumbling order
Trivialities
Lackluster brevity

Score for Competency In English

the reader judges the writer's overall skills in punctuation,
d et ion and usage, and sentence sense. Scores are assigned according
10 the following broad descriptions;

tstandingly varied, mature sentences, with strong diet IUI
and almost no errors; notable in use of subordination and
free of modifiers

Above-average sentence sense; few errors in usage or punctUatiOn
(and none of them major); perhaps some hint of a-sense of style

JVcidqC t rr the p 1,1101 t

per hats with ,ome Lumma far,Iis and a,r ucc.ssional fragment;
but overall, a suv.gestion that the student has a fair grasp
of sentence sense

ni runL...tu,,LInn -1

1r ,p el ohi,h ,,as a d,ad lrvel simplicit, and monotony of
practically no 4eotence without dn error of some kind; nut

to of uhse pioblcms. generally readaGle

r=f _o r3,J1 .,411Cki pf.,LI,-s that the 14,:a

IlOW the ideas presen(ed, -ither be. apse of stumblig s nt.x
(mixed str-etur, and the like) or because of word choiLes and
such eqregiuus form problems (including spelling) that the
reader finds i t difficult to be Sympathetic oith the

MdtLci,, 4i. 1,.I.C,LI,,,M011/ ,pC, IrILA in LH

lutiOns of papers rated 5, 4, j, and 2. The reader snould ignore
spelling except for the I paper this category allows for the Paper w,..
so many miSSpeiled words that te reader must actually struggle to fc,l Isar
the thread of thought. Such a paper suggests a degree of near illiteracy

(pp- 8-10)



analyzed try identify the characteristic strengths and weaknesses of

papers from the high, middle, and low ranges.

CONCLUSIONS

There are essentially four conclusions to this

I 1,c

1, A

(1) . the vast majority of seniors in California
were able to communicate adequately through
writing. Only a very small percentage were com-
pletely unable to communicate through written
English.'' (p. 17).

Students who wrote well (as defined by holistic
scores) were proficient in most form and content
skills. Students who wrote poorly had serious
problems with both form and content skills.

The average score f_
n that for boys.

girls was slightly higher

(h) The school averages of scores on the objective
lf_;'SL were found to correrate significantly (.79)
with the school averages for scores on the essay
t

I c I +I "!, I 11,t2 aurr9er it ,jl doto

1A6ic Otcate that tale molul 1Ly ut the Lkic_Iti

L Lc e tic,v,evc.
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Table

ScOres for TSsay Topic A: Describing an Object.

0-
18
17
16
16-
14
13
12

10
9
a
7

6'
5
`4

3
2
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Firer*
.111100W

mumm

ClOnfroiency in Eryfisn

Pertont
01 Nays
per sari

2

.1

.2

10

9

4 .5

2.4

10 1.2 8 72 8.4

18

so
21
6.13

7

6
173

359
20.1

41.8

61 7.1 6 143 16.6

107

137
12.5
16.0 3

74

a

8.6
1.0

80 9.4 2. 4 .6

100 11.7
116 13.5
65 7.6,
65 7.6
26 3.0
11 1.3
6 .7
1 .1

TN stem of d ratings by tfr (p. 9)

papers, hardly &startlizi ng revelation. However,,middle -range papers

are not necessarily adequate papers. For example,, a 'composition

that receives a score of four, as defined in Figure 2,

I e less than an adequate_paper. Figure 3 presents a sample

was in fAcl- givrri a rating of. Pow

t

5C0 thi- iapor was eight, 'Iniddie-ranse

g -t- accord 'rig to Table 1, included more than 13 perCent

ays written on this topic. Moreover, if we consider all the

essays that received a core no higher than'eight we find that 33.8

percent' of -'a_11 the Topid A essays fall in this lower range. These

,

data suggest-, then, -hat

major t y

difficult to conclude that "the vast

senip adequately when one-third 'of them wrote



Sample Student Essay for Topic A

FORD MOTOR COMPANY FORD, LINCOLN, MERCURY
I like ForcLautomOiles since we have gotten our 1972 Ford
pick-up it has treated us good, and we have not hacl a
chance to really ride our 74' cougar that much but so far
it has- treated us good also, we really didn't discoveli
them they were already there, we Just got tired of
repairing our Chevrolets so we turned toward Ford and
we're glad we did I feel strongly about them because they
are dependable, solid well built cars and they are more
quieter and smoother riding and there interiors are more
comfortable than they appear and it looks like they will
last longer and in a demolition derby I seen last year a
Ford and Mercury came up on top, I'm not trying to say
tAat I or someone else is going to demolish their car to
see how good it is but to me, if a car can take that
punishment it should certainly make a good family car, and
then all I have written about them depends on the owner
and how he takes care of it

(p

as poorly as or poorer than the student who authored the text in

Figure 3.

The second conclusion noted above see

than the first. It doesn't seem surpr

much more reasonablreasonable

sing that good wr ters handle

all dimensions of writing well, that poor writers_ handle all

dimensions poorly. Table 2 presents` the characteristic strengths

and weaknesses that were identified in papers from the high, middle,

and low ranges of the sample.



Table 7

CharacterlstIce of Student. Essays, by.Group

isaimaiits
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Intuffki nt paragraph developmant
Stone difficulties with wow%
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Insufficient paragraphant
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Soma apollina WWI

y poculaikm
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The third conclusion drawn from the California Assessment also

seems reasonable. In other sludi.es'of writing performance ( .9.,

National Assessment of Educational Progress, 1971, 1976,.' and 1977)

females tend to have an advantage over males, particularly at the

high school level. This gender-related difference probably has

something to do with cultural conditioning and /or different

CO

turation rates.

The final conclusion of- this study presents a prising

relation between students' performance on the objective test of



wr i tte.n expression in the-5,inex_of basic skills and students'

performarice on the writing assessment. The-correlation coefficient

( 79), seems.high c pared to other results McCaig, 1977).

.COMMENTS

The California wr4ting assessment is an interesting (but

flawed) attempt to find out how well high school seniors can write.

The assessment design has some problems and one might have

reservations about the conclusions drawn frpm the study. Since this

assessment was the first of i t.s kind conducted i n Cali orn i a, no

comparisons can be made with students from previous years. However,

the study does provide baseline data from wheith the Depa ment of

Education hopes to draw future comparisons. Perhaps this is the

most valuable contribution of the California writing assessment.



Strong' Sentence c b n n A com os n book was one of the

first college-level sentence-combining textbooks. It was used as

the basic text in a successful sentence-combining experiment

conducted at Miami University (Daiker, Kerek, and Morenberg, 1978).

The writer's o tions, a recently published textbook written by the

Miami experimenters (Daikei- et al. 1979), was heavily influenced by

Strong's work. In addition, Strong's text was used in another

sentence- combining study

(Stewa 1978)*.

the University of New Brunswick

Thus Sentence combinin A com o ing book has

played an important role in the deve opment of sentence-combining

strategies for college writers.

THE BOOK

INTRODUCTION

his ntroductory remarks, Strong outlines the underlying

uMptiOW, 1 purposes his ext.' ,According to S rong, the

primary ai sentence combining is to strengthen writing %kens by

exploring the variety of syntactic options available in written

Engli

Strti

h. Students are encouraged to experiment with syntactic

ures without Worrying about the "correctness" of their

they can
respOnses.

expect

Strong clearly establishes for student

gain fi ntence-combining practice:

*Daiker et al. (1978) and Stewart (1978) are reviewed in Lawlor

(1980).



Sentence Combining Is skifl-building text.. It

won't help you find s ething to Say when you're

asked to write a research paper nor' will it offer

rules about organ"izatlon,' style, usage, diction,-the

matters that composition books often -take up._ Its

main purpose is to help you "hear" the stylistic

options available to you and to help you "see"

patterns of development, bqth in sentences and para-

graphs-. You'll probably find the skills more useful

than any number Of "rules. (p.

Next, Strong outlines three major assumptions underlying his

sentence-combining program. First Is the concept that students

already possess "a wealth of linguistic power'" Alin formed

during the early years of larlguage acquisition. Thus sentence

combining does not teach anything "new" about language; only

intended to make students aware of their own syntactic resources, so

that they may use those u ces moroieffectively in their writing.

Strong's second assumption is that formal grammar study has little

or no effect on writing impro'vement because "writing depends on our

ability to use language, not on our ability to describe it"

(p. ,iii). Finally, Strong claims that sentence combining should 'be

practiced orally because speech is the primary language system :.

. since transforming is basically oral, you must

do the §!21s11matirlia2 exercises aloud--or at

least whispered to yourself. You must hear the

transformed sentences. From the various possible

options, you selett the sentence that sounds best to-

your ear. (13- xiv)

PHASE ONE

Sarong's text is divided into o "phases." The lengthy first

section presents 144 pages of unsignaled sentence-combining

exercises. Students are given a string of kernel (or "near-kernel ")
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sentences and are told to combine them In whatever way seems'_

stylistically appropriate. -.Each exercise i5 titted, ..and the-

solution yields a paragraph orgmul -Oar'ag aph text; e.g.:

TAKEOFF

1. A jet rumbles on the runway.
2. The jet is silver-skinned..
3. The jet is sleek.

4. 'The, jet waits for clearance.

5. The clearance is from the tower.

6. The engines begin to wind up.
7. The windup is sudden.
8. The windup is with a roar.

9. The plane poWers down the runway
10. The runway is concrete.
.11. The plane lifts.against the horizon.
12. The horizon is.edged with clouds. (p. 5)

The double' spacings between the ,kernels indicate sentence

bounda _5; .i.e., kernels 1, 2, and 3 comprise the firSt sentence,

kernels 4 and 5comprise the second, and so on However, students

are told to disregard these boundaries if they wish. For exa ple,

the following paragraph is one possible solution to the above

exercise:

TAKEOFF

A sleek, silver-skinned jet rumbles on the

runway. As the jet waits for clearance from the
tower, its engines suddenly begin to wind up with a
roar. The plane powers down the concrete runway,
finally lifting against the horizon edged with
clouds.

Phase One begins with short descriptiVe paragraphs, eventually

moving on to longer multi-paragraph discourse blocks. The exercises

cover all four discourse modes: description, narration, exposition,



and persuasion. In addition,, the - exercises include ample.

opportunities for free = writing activities, such as finishing an

incomplete story or developing a specific argumen

PHASE TWO

iPhase Two IS the more structured of thetwo.'sections. Here the

sentence - combining exerci$eare based on specific. models drawn from

ChriStensen's (1967) concept of Abe'cumutative sentence. Strong

presents eight s parate models of the cumulative, tentencei each

distinguished by the relative. position of the base-clause and by the

use of various "levels of .modification.'" For example, consider the

following input kernel-

Harold shuffled to the front of the roam.
'Harold knotted,his.shoulders.
Harold jammed his hands into his pocket's.

(Strong, p. 157)

The first, sentence can become the base clause (level 1), and the

Following two kernels can be reduced to present participle ing)

phrases. These are attached the base, clause as level-2 free

modifiers;

Harold shuffled to the front of the room,
(2) knotting his shouLders,

(3) jamming his hands into his pockets.
(P. 158 -)

resulting sentence illustrates Strong's first model, a two-level

sentence with the base clause in the initial position.

Strong and Christensen differ somewhat in their interpretation

f levels of_ modification. According to Christensen (1967), the

levP I .
determined by the relat onship between and among the free



modifiers. For example, in the fp lowing 3-level sentence ( written

by Ralph Ellison) the level2 modifiers relate directly to the base

clause, while the level-3 modifiers describe the level-2 structures:

(1) They regarded me silently,
(2). Brother Jack with a smile that went no

deeper than his lips,
(3) his head cocked to one side,
(3) studying me with his penetrating eyes;
the othel.' blank-faced,
(3) looking out of eyes that were meant to

reveal nothing and to stir profound
uncertaintY.
(Christensen, 1967, p. 11)

Christensen suggests -that modifiers on the same level will

often have the -same structure, e.g. , level-2 modifiers will be

nominative abSol'utes, and level-3 modifiers will be participle

phrases. (However, the Ellison sentence does-not follow this

principle:. the level-3 modifiers describing Brother Jack are of two

different types, one an absolute, the other a .participle phrase.)

Strong, however, found that Christensen's numbering System was

confusing for students. Thus he revised the system, basing his

4
levels of modification solely on form.. That is, only those

structures that are parallel in form are considered--to be on the

same level of modification, regardless of how they relate to other

structures in the sentence. For example, Strong defines the

following sentence as a 5-level structure:

(2) His hands jammed into his pockets,
Herold shuffled to the front of the room,

(3) tired from the night before,
(3) bored with the discussion, .

(4) scowling at the teacher,

(5) who returned his scowl

(Strong, p.'160).



Chr i stens.en's system, .however this would be classified as a

3 -level sentence:

(2) His hands jamMed Into his pockets,
Haro d shuffled, to the front of the room,
(2) tired from the night before,
(2) boded with the. discussion,
(2) scowling at the teacher.,

(3) who returned his scowl.

In any event, Strong is not. overly concerned about differences

in numbering the levels of di ;cation; claiming that "how the

levels are numbered, or whether they are numbered at all, less

important than seeing how the parts nterlock" (p. 159). (However,

if numbering the levels is so unimportant, why does Strong devote-so

much text.to explaining the numbering system to the students?)

The eight model cumulative sentences ire successively More

cOmplex; Multiple levels of modification are added, and the later

models include two base clauses as well; e.g.:

1. The children were very quiet.
2. The children stared at their books.

and 3. The children had hands.
then 4: -The hands were folded.

6

5. The hands were in their laps.
. The teacher jumped

7. The jumping was sudden.
8. The jumping was to his feet.
9. The teacher worked himself into a frenzy.

10. The teacher's face was bright.
11. The brightness was with rage.
12. One hand rubbed his bottom.
13. His bottom was tack-stung.

The children were very quiet,
(2) staring at their books,

(3) their hands folded in their laps,
and then the teacher suddenly jumped to his feet,
(2) working himself into a frenzy,

(3) his face bright with rage,
(3) one hand rubbing his tack -stung bottom.

(p. 178J
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The eight models are introduced and practiced, and Phase,Two

concludes with several more unsignaled exercises.

COMMENTS

Generally, Sentence combinin A oom osin book is an

innovative, refreshing approach to teaching the stylistiC

implications of syntactic choices. The instruction is concise and

straightforward, unencumbered by grammatical terminology, and the

exercises are lively and entertaining. Perhapi Strong's'greatest

.contribution in this text was to provide a rhetorical context for

sentence - combining activities. As 'students .work through the

exercises, they are constantly reminded to explore various ways of

combining the kernels, choosing the one arrangement that best

contributes to the overall effect of the whole discourse block.

Strong urges teachers to reproduce the students' responses so that

the, class can compare and discuss the effectiveness of various

combining strategies. He also suggests that such discussions can

profitably lead into other areas of writing instruction, such as

organization, diction, and even punctuation.

Criticisms of Strong's text are generally minor, but they

should be mentioned. First, while unsignaled exe -s are usually

recommended for college writers {Mellon, 1979; Morenberg, Oaiker,

and Kerek, 1978 such exercises often must include awkward (if not

ungrammatical) input..kernels. 1This is particularly true when the

exercises contain dialogue quotations; 9.:
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17.

18.

19.

24.

75.

26.

27.

28.

79.

30.

3-1.

32.

"Stay close!"
"The closeness is shore."

A bird cries.

"Don't dream!".
The seagull says.

The seagull is old.

"The dream would be to wheel."
"Wheeling would be free."
"Wheeling would be high."
'Wheeling would be above the sta."
"The sea is open."L
"The sea is rolling:." (Strong, 1973, p. 187)

second reservation about Strong's text is that nominal

substitutions are infrequently used in the exercises. Most other

sentence-combiding authorities (e.g., Mellon, 1969; O'Hare, 1973)

include practice with noun-clause embeddings and reduced noun-claute

structures f: , gerund phrases However,- Strong's exercises

usually cover only adjectival and adverbial embeddings. This may be

due in part to the unsignaled format of the- exercises; nominal

substitutions require the use of a placehaiding signal like

SOMETHING., , However, the influence of Francis Christensen may have
_

had-more to do with the. lack of nominalization in Strong's textbook.

Christensen (1968b) claimed that the use of expanded nominal

structures adversely affect's readability;, consequently, he

downplayed the importance of noun- clauses -(and their reductions) in

his own textbook, The Christensen rhetoric ro ram (Christensen,

1968a). Since much of Strong's textbook is -devoted to the

Christensen model of the cumulative:sentence, Strong's exercises are

bound to reflect Christensen's bias against nominal embeddings.

Finally, it is not quite clear how Sentence combining

composing book fits' into the total picture _

/1
f composition

t'(



instruction. Strong seems, to suggest the hIs .text should be used

as an adjunct to regular writing instruction, but some researchers

have claimed that the book can serve as the primary text in freshm*i

composition courses (e.g. Daiker et al., 1978). Judging'frgm

comments made by Strong, however, he probably would not agree with

the "sentente-combining-is-all7you-need" approach. In one journal

.article, Strong (1976) cautions teachers not to regard sentence -

combining "as magic medicine for whatever ails the English
0

department" (p. 64). In a later reference'; StrongA1979) offers the

following "limitations" for sentence combining:

f=irst, sentence combinipg will not massage the souls
of your students into instant eloquence. Second, it

will not infuse them with critical perception,
humaneness, interpersonal sensitivity, or cosmic
consciousness. Third, it will not teach them the
difference between an ablative absolute and an abomi-
nable appositive. In brief, sentence combining will
probably not reverse the decline in S.A.T. scores,
cause massive overnight gains in reading comprehen-
sion, or cure hemorrholds--either your students' or
yours. (p. 714)

Strong's textbook, then, seems. to. be a reasonable, entertaining

approach to using sentence - combining strategies in the, college

classroom.



Schneider, C. E. SYrqax_anlAttlt. San F
Sharp 1974.

ncisco: Chandler

oseph Lawlor

Syltax and style is a college sen e-combining. textbook

focuses on sentence structure althe ba is for developing a mature

style in written composition. .Like other sentence-combining

advocates (e.g., O'Hare, 1973, Strong 1973), Schneider claim that
4

a student who understands and uses a variety of syntactic structures

will produce better writing thah a student who doe's not Schneider

sees the student making syntactic choices in the -revising process

rather than in h initial production of sentences:\

The point of view is that,4in the main, one does not
use the principles of sentence structure to create
sentences but rather to criticize them and find and
correct their laws. "4(p. xix

---".--,chneider emphasize the work of "master write "

exercises. Students are required to analyze, manip_ ate, and

imitate sentences and paragraphs written by professional writers.

In this respect, 5yrill!aslILL! is similar to The Christensen

rhetoric ro ram (Christensen, 1968a), in which profes al models

are used exclusively. However, Schneider's models are much more

extensive than Christensen's, and, in fact, this may be one of the

flaws of Syntax and style. Students spend so much time reading and

,discussing model essays that there is little time left for actual

writing.



CHAPTER 1: KERNEL SENTENCES

Four types

this chapter:

(1) NP + V (AdvP)

(2) NP1 + V NP2 + (AdvP)

NP1 V 4- NP1 (AdvP)

NP V 4. AdiP (AdvP)

Short kernel =like sentences are presented as effective stylistic

dev ices for pr-{ v idrnq au emphatic beginning or en g, for

establishing ri sense of rhythmic contrast with longer sentences, and

65

THE BOOK

el sentences are introduced an,d discussed in

for en -in() the leader 's

yf: of kernel sen

Lion. Practice includes identifying

expanding given sentences and writing

sentences to Fit the patterns noted above.

CHAPTER 2: tt EmENTARY TRANSORMATION5

Simple transforrmat ions of basic ke nei sentences are Presented

,hops kit-.! , ii1011 p I I I. crrt ire 10 4,1

r 0l I gut t quz st I Oils, .M0

r,ci- ,t!of.J4 o

I trans

rmotioos. Stud-et



CHAPTER is INSERTION TRANSFORMATIONS

Sentence combiningh, the process of transforming and embedding

on, more "insert" sentences into a atria" sentence, is

introduced and practiced in this lengthy chapter. Schneider covers

four major types of transformations: conjunction, nominalization,

jectivalization, and adverhialization. The exercises include full

clauses and reduced-clause structures, and the transformation

signals dre couched in grammatical terminology similar to Mellon's

(1969) early cuing system. The following exercises illustrate

Sc idef's 5 rttence-Lombi t ormatz

Conjunction:

FIX; Jt,trr saw deer.

Insert: John raised his rifle.

Result ; John sdw the deer dnd
(p. 39)

-, I r tal, I

Mdt I I

Summer .

1. (T-Inf)

lordd_

I, ski

ha

1, 3

0 I. c. I

HF:SF
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infinitive phrase. Similar signals are used for noun clauses,

Ind phrases, and derived nouns (e.g., He retorted in ringing

tones His retort in ringing tones .

Adiectivaliz ion:

Matrix: The student was painting a picture.
Insert: (T-RC) The picture portrayed country

life.

Result: The student was painting a picture
which portrayed country life. (p. 45)

The transformation signal In this exercise directs the student

consttnct 1e1OLIVC Other inns arr naed for pd1LIcIple

phrases, cp n atiolutr phi aces, and s Irntp lc aJ le

Adverbial lfdt on

1 WC to attaLF. 1,11C pOW

waste
(T=AC Use "berOfc") Wc ,J0 J.

dllyth1104 effCLL1VC 10 Lk, dc C1 io,ati
areas of our cities.

It, Before.ore _ can do anything effective 10

ivc

id

the deteriorating areas
we have t( attack
waste di5po

,1,411,31ti 0, , velL,101

our clticb,
f 501i0
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Ambiguous sentence: The shooting of the hunters
occurred at dawn.

Deep strrictLires, meaning 1: Somele was shooting the
hunters. This occurred
at dawn.

Deep structures, meaning 2: The hunters' were
shooting someone. This
occurred at dawn.

(p. 65)

CHAPTER Li: SENTENCES IN PARAGRAPHS

This chapter opens with a review of insertion transformations,

-cent- inO o1, mul t iple-embedding problems; e.g.:

Matrix: The nation moves through a time of danger.
Insert: (T -Mod) The danger is supreme.
Insert: (T-Abs) Her passage is made more hazardous

by chiselers, bigots, extremists,
vested interest.

I nsert,: (I Her passage is made more hazardous
by the lassitude of well-fed
citizens.
The lassitude is pal dlyzinq

Iht, nation moves through a time of supreme
danuer, her passage made more hazardous by
chiselers, bigots, extremists, vested inter-
est and by the paralyzing lassitude of well-
fed citize (p, 82)

IdentI

provio,

M0414_14, I L 1
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students in the same way that Schneider recommends= In one

exercise, for example, students read and discuss an excerpt from

Hark Schore biography of Ernest Hemingway. They are then told

0

write a similar composition on another author= Schneider includes

the following ins tetions for the assignment:

Reproduce Schorer's sentence structures. This sort
of imitation often helps generate ideas. (p. 94'

Although some authorities suggest that modeling can help students

Curhett,

I .!)f.i k_tV

S :.: structure an-i sty (e.p., irmscher, 1969;

Is mot Llear that modeled wrici-- "helps genera

nidr.

..cti d!.q..r.LtS

ling may indeed facilitate the

LoinposIng prok,ess, but

probably not one of those aspects. (The same is also

ol TicmteHt.r ribinimy )

VANILI i I tl rAKALIN I

1 t, 1 trFtF,t cr

1.1

1.

t pd. d

,
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model of coordinate/subordinate sentences within paragraphs is

present d Students analyze paragraphs, identifying each sentence

as either a coordinate or subordinate element. They then write

their own paragraphs to match the sequence that they have identified

in the models.

CHAPTER 7: INVENTION

It i not clear why this chapter is entitled "Invention." It

-ems to be a grab=baq of concepts that didn't fit conveniently in

apters.

products

evices

The discussion covers various types of written

anecdute, historical account) as well ab rhetorical

ony, , exaggeration). Apparently these products and

vices are supposed to help students "'invent" content, but is

i I s supposed tc, happen. At any r ate, the

r r.

ri

Jic

r

3 ,
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form m 1. nrEer little help to students for generating center For

,,xamole, the foil Awe g assignment appears in chapter

1

74,, sa.I

Write ,1 four- or five-paragraph paper using short
structures for the lead sentences of your paragraphs,

and elsewhere if you wish. Seek variety of sentence

structure throughout. Suggested topics:

1. Activism to a CaMpUS student organization

I

Lack or vigor in faculty committees

Short: Rs in government (local,

motional)

Hollywood aCt0f,

eilder.

television peitornel, d

uublie official, a campus

dc'z,l(plmc,it might lead stye ots to believe

&ay ;> not a, ;mpo,twR as how L -y ,ay IL

t t_ ,

nv t. 14, ts. k

Lontf ivotl dct,lcind

II 1110, ilety

I.iv,le I

1,.3,0,--, ,.011c,(C (

ra,1 y , wId CI tf,7

(

t t-tt It t.A!

i
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rs i anal 4,

7?

most useful sections of -5Ial,!xand style are

include Actual sentence-comhining problems.

to a minimum, And students are

(1""n dm-Oe "pp, to construct sentences. In comparison with

r S combining materials (e.g., O'Hare, 1975; Strong,

1973), Schn ider's treatment seems to he very thorough, although his

signaling system seems unnecessarily complex.

The prOhlem with Schneider' s sentence-combining exercises is

rel les ex,. lusfvely on the signaled format, fur which there

riqh answer . As the students work through the

lhcy j Iflt,tf tO

to see if they repr(

ncll,u, 1

I ,1i-,11.4,11,7J

F

their solutions with the

the same sentences that the

However, many sentence-comhifilnq

various

1979) suggest that

tel 5used with LotIc

ctic optIorl

I 1111, ,p oprIote Jii
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J m, , in 2a Kay. 9 mmi in EnQli ch n joository dis ourse. Lake

Blatt, H : .44)i-ref

This book is an important analysis of expository discour

(which

tut:

in need of analysis, since most discourse study has

na>alive discourse). It is hawed on Jones' linguistics

dissertation at the University of Michiga

MARY

:HAeiLR I. I NFuuuL I Y REMARKS

j(1 man, 10cd er a next dud 2 ir Or, I.Jn

hc r eJ I I Hal 5cht I use. 11% U am

maim be, r the main idea "may hr _31,1 a

I L

II

cd

L1.1 s_11 tjkA p (p.

I ii u

ukcr I

Ihc thcme

I he_

>,r1,,e,1
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1 0 ( r w m i t r roar I Irrd will, hi ra organiza

II F, rl Ify wh,d -thil I hir I Ile lit 'Mc )1

0H ,,,Oy, the II of .,eta,
(-0- par -agratphs. within the essay, the

t hem of a paragraph, the theme of sets of sentences within the

r a (1 r aph. Theme can Is- he organized by a taxonomic hierarch,

i.e., by specif ic -general relations.

Jones' study is limitedto written expository texts of a

entific" nature (her quotes). Thus, "paragraph'" is a

pfdohIC device ,Ind the wr paracgraphina IS followed however,

,,,t (Iar qer thu paragraph, but less than a Lext)

I rtAC I [14,

i 7 I vdr I 1 I5 rr t +ridrked by t he wI I tri

AN hX.PtKI 1-NI ON ll'qhq IOLNIIFI AI ION IN LXKtI5I lOKY

LE-X15

=par aph

I h0V4

.r Vpp I,r Icr,

vurI e d c,rr the to! I(xwinq tO ICS:

t
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Then each text was varied in h-9 ways, although some of the

eleven variations were used with only one text. Six variations were

word operations ":

1. Background-Presuppositioning: Explanatory

background information was added.

Conjoining: Conjunctions and other transitional

expressions were added to show more clearly the

logical relations between sentences.

Repeating: Anaphoric element'

their full forms; e =lliptical eonstre

expanded to their full forms.

placed by
inns w -e

leim Palaphrasing: Technical, sophisticated, and

less common vocabulary was replaced with more

common, everyday terms. Synonymous terms were

reqularized; e.g., reason, thoughts,

and loilic''were all replaced by the single term

reason.

ence-Nat aphrasino: Sentences

text to paraphrase more simply content of

ino seetence.

I cx t -Pol ophr a I [14.4 / top', 'cf111(2.,1,Q (lee.,

emiaphrd.,e te.t) was placed

hoginninn of the tPXt

I r.
r 1.11 11,1

400

()I -iph

rlu
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were stu n ments in introductory l ingoistics classes.

the tour texts.

Jon,

one version (original or variation) or each of

Students wrote or two sentences to tell

t alter wr Hmme, they turned the page

most closely matched their version of

These statements were the main theme and lower-level

srrihed above. These multiple-choice- selections were used

deter mine how welI the main theme was identit led.

+01(0r, that C flpared ttf .3 written

( tee!

c()Ftr5pomdcd

y co dH not how ver, these "hotter choices ' m Je

it r otc ...

succe.,,r,1

,1 vc-,!,1011; Singlc

:pence and
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ioinal. Howevex, sOMe raw scores that indicate increases are

1)01' when stlndardized, and c e raw scores that indicate

uerrea&et are

)01W,t

,0)'-ltdjIT II

when standArdized. This statistical

i because Jones provides

1insted the nimhers Thud

foil nn rrc It may he viewed with some skepticism.

Wirh d

ra

Jones round that the follow

ne siwce55tul theme

ION I 1), l ,,
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(HAPOR (itif LIROIF AN M PI)F 1)1 11-4M1

rhi,. is the I i j it nre-review chapter of the disser t ation And

th,m Joee.--, I% fdmill Ar with 1 nqi st ics. However , it is less

vAldhlp r her lAcmi.. AnC its theme. She describes the theories oF

UAhl:Hollid=Av, And 5gAll, Hajicova and Benesov,

All ill these _I (with a iHior exception in the case of Dark

clt I (WLI,A1 i )ot the level that joees

it Vl- clS (wl,fl I
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necessarily) 'first- .sentences.,. 'Also important in these theories

oformation the

ame air the theme topic

are knoWn/given information versus unknown /neW

former commonly (but net nec ssari ly) the

d the latter coinmenly (but not nece a

heme/comment.

'CHAPTER 4:

n

ily) the same as the

NARRATIVE CONTRIBUTIONS TO A MODEL OF THEME

.46 points out that

rrative.

tudies of di cdurle have, treated

She reviews the .work of Pike and,Pike (1977)

-expiaininja the tgmemic theory,of discourse.

i mar ily

then -she describes the

grk n scripts by Schank,(1975). She concludes that there are also,

scriOr4 for expository discourse ana that "theme in expository

_iscourse- is" the most important constituent of an expository .script"

123 Y.

RA TER S: HI ERAiltH rcALT-m-oDEL -Or THEME-

In this chapte'i Jones develop=s_ more fullyb model of theme,

ha'pd on tagmemic 1 'rigor tics Jones redefines heme as "the

nuclear, n pen0 )" of unit of discourse. In-tagmeMic theory,

nucleus is "structal--e-defining. That which is'not nuclear is a

nes claIms that this analysis can be used at any

1 coar se grammatical level.

Jones .proposes thgt expos l tory discourse his four Avels

ivpd i I ar eve s that ), the Pikes u e for `narrative);

perform ive in
reAder/write

ction (i e, speaker /hearer or

script (similar ",to Schank's (1975) notion
narrative; dominant at the paragraph level)



point (similar
three points
sentence/clause

80

to everyday usage; e.g
o make; dominant at

level)

concept (similar to words /phrases).

Each level has constituents at the next lower

level, there may be layers of the same level; e.

script. Moreover, the theme of each level is a con

I have
the

evel. Within a

scripts withln.a

uent at the

next lower level; .q., the theme of a script is a point.

Jones defines and exemplifies Several kinds of eXpository

sc irits. These typ

she believes that she

are hardly oi(5irlai (and she admits that),hut

origin 1 in using lingui,stic analysis with

these traditional rhetorical, forms.

Comparion. Constituents: temg,- facts.p

synthesized staApent.

Constitdents; items, fac

synthesized statement.

Zontrast.

uTheme:

(Comparison.andcontrast differ
their higher level' purpose.)'

Deseri_ption. Constituents: hesis
thesis.

Paraphrase. Constituent
Theme: thesi

Evaluat i

thes

only in

0

Theme:

thesis, Testa

uents: thesis, comment

fxlanation. Constituents:
Theme: thesis.

loformal lIrooF.

I is

ments.

Theme=

thesis, evidence. ,

Constituents: theorem, arguments,
presuppositions. Theme: theorem.

Constituents: examples, (optional) classifi-
ration. Theme: classification; Vk each
example as a weak theme.



Syllogism. Constituents: premises, conclusion.
Theme: conclusion.

De n. Constitpents: item, classification,
contrast. Theme: item. (Jones is

unsure of this script type.)

Jones next spends considerable time developing the notion of

multiple themes in a _text. Each text must have a primary theme, but

most texts (especially if, long, but even if as short as a paragraph)

have secondary, tertiary, etc. themes of lesser Importance. Jones

demonstrates the presence

paragraphs.

A paragraph

_Itiple themes in the analysis of two

.\\

elf exemplifis a specific kind of script, but---

contained within it are various other scripts. In accordance with

tagmemic theory each script identifies a "Class." Each script can

be divided into nucleus theme). and margin (all that is not

nucleus); these are "slots." Each nucleus and margin ha u oleo

(e.g., thesis and evidence, respectively, in an explanation script).

All of this can be*clisplayed in a labeled tree diagram. Jones goes

on to say that

In tagmemic tnalysis; tree diagrams are usually
followed by A, set of Formulas wh-roh describe the
general structure. The tree diagram is specific to a
particular text, whereas the'formulas are supposed to
he more general; when analysis of all texts has been
completed, the formulae will be generative. (p. 161)

See Figure 1 for an analyzed text, its tree diagram, and its

Formulas.

CHAPTER 6: GRAMMATICAL DEVICES FOR HIGHLIGHTING THEME

'Jones claims that there are rt least three ways in which

grammar may mark theme in Ennlish: word order, special
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f=igure 1

Analysis of "Ca 11 to Greatness" Paragraph

1. One of our hardest tasks - =1f ve,hope to ecnduct a
successful fOreign policy - -is to learn a new habit of'thOUght,
a new attitude toward the problems of life itself. '2. For-

titude, sobriety and patience as a'prescription for cam-
bating intolerable evil are cold porridge to Americans
who yesterday tamed a continent and tipped the scales
decisively In two world'vars. 3. Americane haie always
assumed, subconscioully; that all problems can be solved;

that every story has happy ending; that the applications
of enough energy and good vill ,can make everything come

out right. 4. In vrew of our history, this assumption is
natural enough. 5. As a people, we have never encountered,

any obstacle that we could not overcome. 6. The Pilgrims

had a rough first winter, but after' that the colony
flourished. 7. Valley Parte was followed naturally by

Yorktown. 8. Daniel Boone always found his way through

.the forest. 9. We crossed the Alleghenies, and the Missis-
sippi and the Rockies ith an impetus that nothing could

stop. 10. The wagon trai a got through; the Pony Express
delivered the mail; in 00 e of Bull Run and the Copper-
heads, the Union vie someho preserved. it We never came

*era's a river we couldn't bridge, a depression we couldn't
overcome;a war we couldn't win. 12. So far; we have never

known the tragedy. frustration and sometimes defeat .which

are ingrained In the memorlefl of all other peoples.

(Adlni. apven11,,n, "Call tri clreatness," in

ohwartzmann and Kuvalski 196) :(40 pp. .156-7

Figure 5.1 Tree diagram of the referential structure of the "Call to Creotnese" text. Sly at is giver

above the tranch; role is labelled below the branch; and class is given at the nodes. Superscripted

numbers refer to sentences in text. Theme is represented by the nuclear constituent at each level or

layer.

160)
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Evaluation,

Proorc-i Nuc 1 Script Mar_ Script-
Theorem ArguMent

xplahat19fSC1

pt.

Paraphrase List
Muc Scri t Mar Seri A
Thesis Evidence

Paraphrase
Nuc Scri t_ _ Mar Point
Thesis ' Gent

Muc

ScriPt! Example
Point (Nur

Example

Poin

Point

)

'Cohesion has been omitted from the analysis.
The superscript n meant repeatabl-e to n times
finite number.

Figure 5
the 4.Cal

n is some

Ito
Tagmemic formulas for the referentisl structure
Greatness" text cairieci down to the point level.

162)
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construction, and repetition. She describes (with .much

exemplification) four constructions that are often used to mark

theme:

Rhetorical questions

Pseudo-Clefts (e.g., What is new and original in

the political thought of these centuries is the
work of Machievel 17"4 These constructions
present .both a question and an answer; they often

indicate contrast or transition.

Clefts (e.g., It was on the consciences of German

Protestants that the crimes of the Nazi era

weighed most heavily). These constructions
present only an answer and may be especially
appropriate as summaries; they also indicate

Contrast- -even exclusion; and they often come in

pairs.

Topicaljzation (i.e., fronting some sentence
constituent other than the subject). Unlike the

above, topicalization does not mark high level
themes, although the above can mark both high and

low level themes.

Jones also finds that conjunctions may mark themes. She

identifies several kinds of conjunctions and their themd-marking

functions:

Summary conjunctions:
as low levels.

thematic at high as well

Example conjunctions: .make prominent the

non-example by indicating background.
(Subordination--Jones discusses relativizat on--_

ser ves nAdicating_what_

isn't important.)

. Continuation conjunction: indicate development

of theme.

Enumeration conjunctions: delineate steps in

theme development; "indicate that certain

material is on the same level of prominence

certain other material" (p. 713).
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Comparison conjunctions: indicate same revel of

prominence.

# Contirast conjunctions.: indicate same level of

prominence.

Thus, conjunctions are "road signals to thema ici

indicating importance and relative levels ofthemes.

215),

CHAPTER 7: DISCOVERING AND DISPLAYING THEMES IN TEXTS

'Jones points out .that discovering themes in texts -is

-necessarily -subjective. It requires experience in interpreting

themes consideration of grammatical devices of highlighting. themes,

comparison of relative degree of generality or specificity, watching

for two or more themes at the same level and observing repetition

(including paraphrase, anaphora, and ellipsis).

Jones demonstrates the construction of a -"blocking(chart" for

discovering themes. See Figure 2 for a sample blocking chart.. The

following steps are used.

divide the chart into three columns;

divide the text into "propositions" (clause ike

chunks);

note grammatical devices in the text ;

choose key concepts in each propo ition;

par ras4-equ iva4 enc es forkey -concept-5.-

Next, the blocking chart is studied to determine the theme

structure; this invohres studying the key concepts for repetition. of

terms and studying the grammatical devices for clues to thematicity.

(Jones briefly describes how her experimental results can be

explained in terms of the blocking charts.)
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Figure 2

Blocking Chart for: Science and Cosmology Text

1. Natural science does not in itself provide a cosmology.
2. It his congruence or consonance with Modern Wfstern
cosmologies; it -hes not to the sem degree .consonanCe with
others. 3. If. for instance, you are an Rastorn mystic fdr
whom the body is a complett;illuSion, you villnodoubt have
to feed that 111USiOD with a miniium of food and drink
(which are also illusions) but you will not make yourself
an expert on human physiology. 4. You cannot, hovevert get
from science an answer to the question, "Is the huisn body
an illusion?" (which is meaningless in scientific terms),
nor even to the question, "Is it better, as most Of us do
in the West, to consider the human body a real thing or
is it better to consider, it an illusion?" (which is alas a
meaninaleis question for science), -5. In brief, the
pursuit or scientifid knowledge may well be a part of our
Western Wiwi; it cannot possibly make our Western values.

Blocking Chart

PROPOSrTIONS
?Nom

Natural science does not in
e ovide,a cosmology.

congruence or consonance
th modern Western eossolcigies;

b
It has not to the sable degree

consonance with others.

for instance, you are an

3b
for wnom th

illusion,
_y is a coopl

3c
you will no doubt have to feed

lusion with a minimum of
__ and drink (which are also
lusions)

you will not make yourself
on.humen physiology.

ou cannot, however get from

ence an answer

F
to the question..., nor even

to the question... .

-Is the human body an illu-

--cior0-11-6dffet=io-meaninglees-----
in scientific terms)

4d
"ls it better, AS most of us

do in the West, to consider the
human bodyta real thing or is it
better to consider it an illu-
sion?" (which le also,* meaning=
less question for science).

Salo brief, the pursuit of
scientific knowledge may well
be a part of our Western value;

56 it cannot possibly make our
Western values.

GRAMMATICAL
DEVICES

p. 228)

Relative
Clause

ern cosmologies

(sclence)...._ her cosmo

you..

bs y...111u on

you.. illusion ( .41boy)

you..4.human phys
(-science]

you....science

(science)....question(s)

human body....illunion

uman body.... real or illusion

epli
entific knowledge...West values

Ecosmology3

scientific

pp. 229-
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Jones concludes by showing how a "dominance display" can be

constructed and used to illustrate the structure of a text. See

Figure 3 for the dominance displays for the texts analyzed ih

ra

Figures 1 and 2.

COMMENTS

This is an ,impresSive, well-written, lucid book. Jones uses a

very personal approach, which is refreshing in expository prose.-

However, as an analysis of product rather than proCess, it has less

to say about writing than about reading comprehension: that

knowledge of expository--as well as narrative -- scripts is important

to under standing.

For composition instruction, Jones' work suggest the value of

learning the traditiOnal methods. of rhetorical development--not

necessarily as unrelated forms, but as forms that.can be embedded

within each other. Jones' work also suggests that various-

grammatical devices might be learned in order to emphasize and

organize themes. However, although Jones has written a tantalizing

book, a great deal more work is needed before her linguistic

research can be interpreted into classroom practice.



Figure 3

Dominance Displays

Dominance display for text in.,Figure 1

Americans need to learn sneW 0 udel

(Contrastive Thes$S)

Old attitude:'fortitUde. sobriety; patience

(Argument)

Am3ericans-ce
I

e.eve-o_c_e----h_sta

I

.(Evidence

Daniel croaiing :rain01
Boone natural Pony _Express,

barriers flE.

Valley Forge
6 Yorktown

Script*: 1-_ _anation0-Froo . 3-11Xplanaticsi

Figure 7.4 DOminance display of the thematic structure of the "Call to
Greatgessn text. Highest -level theme at top; lowest.level theme on
bottom. Relationship of a theme to its dominating thole is Written in
parentheses across the line conneetingAbem.

Dominance display for t in Plgure.

Rat 1 science doesn't give a cosmolo
it is must more compatible with_000

(Contrastive example/
gument)

Eastern m sticise is incom-
patible withsclence

('Presupposition)

Hs'&LiA!MLILIAliA1

Sc pts: 1-Froof

Figure 7.5 'Dominance display of the th
Cosmology" teat. Highest-level theme at top;

bottom.' Relationship of a theme to its dominating
parentheses across the line connecting them.

Science,,can't answer-,
'value questions,

ErroI

l*

1

Is body real or an
illua#On_q

253)

of the "Science
level theme on

is written in



P ty W. T., Finn, P. J; (Eds). The writing_processes of

students: Report of the first annual conference on lan

arts. Buffalo State University of New York, 1975.

Larry Gentry

This is a collection of twelve papers that were presented at a

SUNY-Elpffalo conference on language arts. The topic of the

conference is reflected by the title of this brief volume- -The

it_in * Processes of Students. As is often the case in siich

collectjons, the papers range in quality from the mundane to the

provocative.

SUMMARY

1. James Squire: Composing-Ane emphasis -for the schools

Squire is unhappy with the "write°correct-(evise" syndrome that

he believes characterizes American writing instruction. He thinks-

that teachers place far too much emphasis onothe correction ocess

and that More attention' needs to be given to what happens before

students write. He praises the "free" and ":pontaneous"'hature .0f

language arts instruction in Briti,sh schools ;there writing

activities "erupt continuously from other class work" (p. 2).

A r rdin- o Squire, British teachers seldom mark grade student

writing, preferring to spend their time creating new situations for

writing. Squire thinks this process somewhat too unstructured

though, and thus proposes a model that lies between the extremes of

British and American classroom practices. His model is based on

Four principles:-
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More time should be stie t on mhatbappens-before
pupils wrife than on at happens_ofter-they.
write. "The act of invention, of-diacovery and
organization of ideas, of finding something to.
say--and of finding,how to say somethingcannot"-
be taught by red pencil after the: writing is

" already done" (p. 4).

2= Com osition programs should 'be.based on more
reading of childrees- writing and on what we know
about writing by children, les n the reading
and-study of adult models.

A program in composing should recognize no faise
dichotomy betweerLimaginative .expository

writing. Teachers 'should not impose bard-line
categories such as prose vs, ooefry,..personal vs.
impentsonal themes, etc.

4. Pi'ograM1 should recognize 4the intensely

individual- naturt of the composing process. They

should, for example* provide for alternative
assignments and frequent Writing,conftrences with
the teacher.' -Students should collect their

writings, choose the beit, and review these .with
the teacher orrapersonal basis.

Janet E i in Another view o
proce

While _mig thinks that the case -study model that she

popularized is still a valuable research tool especially when her

Study is replicated, rather than duplicated), she also believes that

writing-process research can benefit from interdisciplinary-studies..

She is particularly interested in the potent althat cognitive

_p_sv4-hology-arTd-b=rain research haveforoyanding our knowledge about

writing. Split-brain research, for example, seems.to indicate that

the right hemisphere is just'_-_ important for some types of writing

_ ,its verbally-ori=ented partner, the left hemisphere. Addition-

ally, other neurological studies lead Emig to hypothesiie
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writing process Is poVierftilly, perhaps even uniguely,

involving simultaneously sight, sound, and .touch in

mutually dependent and

that av,examination

reinforcing cycle" (p. 17). Emig believes

such processes and-interrelationships are

essential to the construction of an adequate theory of the writing

proceSs

Donald Graves: The child the tin

the rofeSSional

oc ts and the role of

Graves po nts out that most writing teachers fall into one of

two camps- -the coe re or the permissive. The coercive. teacher is

characterized' by a penchant for marking errors and focusing on the

finished product. The permissive teacher on the other, hand, seeks

"release" the child to write,, hoping that the right "story. -

starter "' another gimmick.will do the trick. Graves thinks that

bot1-1, approaches are contemptuous of children and ignore the

essential variables of the writing process. also'admits-to

ing a member of bOth camps at various timelin his teaching

career.
IN

According to Graves, beginning writers- can generally be

classified as being either "reactive" or "refletive" in eheir

approach to writing. The reactive writer (usually a'boy) needs to

rehearse before writing b drawing orr discussing the'topici-he

eTploys erratic problem - solving lies, often..speaks aloud while

writing, and tends to proofre4d at-the word level., The reflectiie
111.

writer (usually a girl) needs little rehearsal, Ife. rapidly and

silently, and proofreads in larger units. The'uniqueness of these



approaches ing calls fOr the teacher to employ differ

instructional strategies each as he or she guides the child

through the three phases °of the writing proces --pre riting,

composing, and postwriting.

Graves believes that teachers

"good" miters; they should provide

ould themselves be models of

Lme andspace_for children to

write hen7.they giant to writet.:.they Shou-lcijirovide'a physical and

psychological environment that places a high value on oral and

written expression and they should help children view their

Finished _prtaducts as something.permanent and unique.

Ch,aryl e

-L ike

,

'Cooper:

Squi

believes that

e and

Responding to student wriSijL2

several _others at the. conference,. _Cooper

teaehers spend too much time. "ion the accidents of

ranscriptions" and too little, time on."the essence' of compo i--tion

. (the) matteis-of persona, audience, and purpcise, and the word-

and sentence adjustments the. ter make (P. 32)

instruction shot' focus on preparing

(1

responding __o student Respong4 g needs to-be- Ummediate,

rite the next p ece, n

1

insightful% and supporeive. Cooper recommends same -day confer--

ences, pai ing, and small-Aroup diSeussions to provide immediate

feedback. Teachers should . stress three p mary factors in confer -

ring with students--r e uric, intellectual rategies, and syntax.



5v. Lee. Odell:
writing

ina brief article, Odell sows how writing can a improved by

calling attention to grammatical focus (i.e.,.changes'in the gram-
,

om Cannery Row andmat c 1, subject ofea:cleuse). He uses examples

a news'report to demonstrate how desc iptive passages are improved

by shifting focus in the same manner as a TV camera various

angles, close'..ups panoramic views, etc.

Margaret Sa kins What children sa about their writi.n

AlOwkins discusses the results of her'issertation project
' .

study in which she interviewed fifteen "good" fifth grade wrIters

and fifteen "poor" fifth grade writers. The children were asked

what they thought about before and during writing, what problems

they encountered, what factors they considered important to remember

when writing, and the degree to which they used outlines, notes,

proofreading and rewriting. She found that "good" a 40 "poor"

writers performed in much the same way when writing. The results of

the interviews support the following conclusions: Writers tend

to consider aspects of content before and during the writing pro-

cess; they usually write without the support of an outline or

notes: (3) most don't have the entire story in mind before they

begi6 writing; (4) they give little thought to choosing words for

particular purposes, to the sentences they write, o to para-

graphing; (5). while they might ask for spelling assistance, they

seldom ask For help with problems of tontent;' (6) most proof-ead

er the first draft to check on. mechanics and, to a lesser-degree,



on content; (7) most

paper.

Elois Skeen: fibre e

choices of writin

Skeen discusses a study in

from third- and sixth graders over a two-week period to classify

of externalevents on chi ldrenrs

hich she collected Impositions

selection of topics and determine

concern with "external" events (i

if self-sele'cted topics reflected

e.; occurring outside of normal

family interactions). Of fifty third grade compositions only five'

dealt with external events; the 4doMinat ng IheMe involved homer

family-peer situations. Sixth graders
c

ere more apt to, write about

external events. Since all of the children 'in the sample -ere,black

and the second week of the study was Black History Week, all

three of the sixth graders'wrote aboUt an aspect of fheir racial

heritage during the second week.

ti

Neither the purposethe design, nor the results of this study

are made .particularly Clear in the article. Nevertheless,' these are

Skeen's.conClOsions: TeaChers'muSt, provide time for children to

Lte; (2) it. is important that teaehers place no restrictions on

the content, the form, or the correctness cif4the written material;

(3) Teachers should include course material that children feel to be

significant to them.

§.0uida Clapp: Three writing pro rams that work

Clapp, the Director of Language Arts for the Buffalo Publi6

Schools, pain out that good writing programs can be foun in a



of inst

th secondary

-,u

ee

Ctional uations.-She'pooVidesexaMples

-ssrOoms in Buffalo. One is is°e IreshMen\Cles. that -.

'operated op intensive ters workshop.procedures-With- the'
1

. . ,
-individual: the assignment.focus"- (O. 54). In 1-'s-Cla,-__-ss_

stud nts wr -it.e obi ut topics -that they select: Is- supplemented

by a l=ightly sequenced 'skills program thatIncludesinStrOction 19.

sentence combining.. Writing is evaluated by peers.and in teadher-
,

,tudent,conferences. A second type of :program. is found -in a seventh.
. 1.'

and eighth grade language arts c l ass where the takes a mare

traditional.'appraach., The focus is on "!whole4clate, assignment$

with students:writing- Aesop-ingpired fables, compositions about

comic strip or TV characters, a primary storybook to be read to

`younger students, haiku, dinquein etc The teacher evaluates each

.assignment,.prov des comments, and gives letter, gradei. Another

freshman class provides an example of a. third type of instructional

environment. ''This class ,operates in an."Open ,style, "' wi th

individua=l work woven into small group activities. Students are

exposed to variety of interest cente- -and have access to
.

tyclewriters, ape recorders, and a,ditt machine. Each student: mi'ist
,

produce,a13i_ce of writing twice a week to discuss with teacher and

_rs in small .group meetings. Clapp contends-4441 all three

programs are very successful and attributes this to stimula1ing

class situations.
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ncipal and teacher in a Canadian primary school,

emphasizes the -importanCe of affective activities in preparing

children for writtng. She believe

exposed to a language arts curriculum that udes opportunities

that youngsters- should, be

"observe on"-(maximum use of the five senses) and epresenta-

on" (self-expression through dance, drama, muSic; Art, etc.)

Acebrding to Cross, these activities will provide practice in

'manipulating ideas an8 imOressiOn' organizing and formulating them

in an expressive mode to be shared with others.'

10. Hugh -MacDonald: oin e evaluetio6 of s

,YiLLILag

MacDonald (p. 63) differentiates between "formative "" evaluation

"to deterinine how well students have mastered various elements in a

postulated hierarchy") and "summative" evaluation (" "to grade the

student at the end of. ,oneHunit before,p oCeediriq to the next "). He

points out that formative evaluation has many more advantages in

terms of forming, the basif of instructional decision-making. He

,arves for the development of an individual profile That follows the

student from .year.to year., Such a profile would identify-student

strengths and weaknesses in fivelmajor ereas: content, Organize-

Lion, style; mechanics, and vocabulary. Each factor, except

mechanics, is further subdivided in terms of three kinds of written

expression: narrative, description, and exposition. MacDonald

believes that the adoption cif such a profile would provide for
r



attention to lndividual.wri ing development and would -help eliminate

and overlap aystudents move 'from grade to grade.

.Ann. Bodkin Observed differences
6oys and girls

BOdkin_-provides a brief review of the !iterative l'ela in

differences the Modality and/or the theme' fe,rred by:boys and

girls 'Most, of her references come from psycliological,studies:,only

four pertain to coMposition research. todkin simOits\fnat research
.

in this, area has the following implications for instruction:

1. Both- boys and girls should be encouraged. to
-select their own writing topiCS:

2. dirls .shoOld be encouraged to expand their
thin inq by writing on topics other than home and
scho,

Boys' should be encouraged to express their
feelings in wrrting.

12. iletsySi'egel: The in_ ocess in the o en Oa

Siegells philosophy of writing instruction can be summed

the following statement:

Children learn in different ways, at different rates
of progress, and at different times. No one formula

or program or crystallized step-by-step routine will
serve the needs of all. Thus, with no one specifi6
age on formula for mastery of these skills, self,
selection is imperative, and teacher expectations or
grade expectations are unrealistic (p. 77).

in order write, Siegel believes, children first need

in

experiment with crayon batik, crayon-etching, poster paint, poster

batik., oil pastels, and pasted paper cut outs The ideal writing

center contains all these things and mo-eincluding (among other



acetate, canvas, charOatipaper

and, paper tno: This Model, of ou

etc.

grade

cl - But it reflects Siegel 's mistrust-of organized instruction

thr ughout'the grades. In speaking of older children, for exami9e,

thehe

The only way to make a writer is that he sic must
not "wily read and read and read, but write and write
and write. The style and syntactical structures will
.evolve intuitively from continuous exposure to the
models provided in his reading, and from the
,,experience. of attempting to express himself, in
writing, just as the spoken language evolves from the
models proOded in the home daring the early years.
(P'

.

COMMENTS

Given our tap idly /increasing knowledge of the r

articles 'do not ccurate.ly refleCt the current:

ing proles

to of the

do, however, .neflect a break with product-ori.ented

thinking,of the past TheThe fsfalo conference ,,,as held 1975--a

Jong time ago terms of writing research. Emig,_ Graves, Cooper,

and Odell or.eapiong those contributing to new knowledge and fresher

perspectives in comp' tion instruction.



collection of origin 1 Papers pr- imarily'

concerned tf) the spelling-
,

book is unvs0k1 _tt published -work concerns -the reading

words (and thls.toplc,-reCeives considerable attention'even 4f! the

present book). ,The book consists of -eight parts and 22

PART I: SPELL NG INSTXTIGN AND SPELLING REFORM

Richard L.--Veriezky: From Webster to Rice to Roosevelt, The

formative ears for e Tin instruction and .s'el I reform in

e

Readin was, traditionally taught through -spellingl i.e.

dents spelled words aloud and then read them. ThiS was Webster

way of spelling.' The story of Webster'synfluent al effect on

Ame ican spelling and schooling is repeated, including the

information that Webster originally was strongly against any kind of

spelling reform and opposed the dropping of u from -our spellings

( uggesting even that o would be better dropped if something had to

be dropped).

-

In the middle of the nineteenth cenury reformers like Horace

Mann introduced the whole -word approach to reading, thus making

spelling a separate subject.

At the end of the nineteenth century, Joseph Mayer Rice

conducted relatively scientific studies.of spelling'and deriv &d "a

set of recommendations for spelling instruction which still retain a
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surpOSingly. modern ring

influence on schooling..

Although dist i nguished people have beeri,interested in Eng i,sh

2.3). However Rice had little orsno

5pelling reform for centuries, the movement` climaxed the

beginning of the twentieth -century. in the late 1800's there was

vity onbotWsides of'the-Atlantic.-considerable spellTng-reform act

In 1906 the Simplified Spelling Board (in the United States)
4

promulgated 300 'simple, mostly non-controver ial

President Theodore. Roosevelt (a friend of one Board member) ordered

that these spelli:ngsrbe adopted foi all documents from the Executive

,-

-department. The outcry was overwhelming - -from CongresS, newspapers,

and .thee public. Les'than four months late :Ro evert was forced

spelling reformto rescind his
r.

had die'd

order. With that, Venezky conclude-

n.the twentieth century.

PART 1 SPELLING AND LANGUAGE

2. Philip T. Smith :'

The spelling- of a word can contain aphemic,' phonemic,

phondlopYcal, lexical, and etymological information' 'Smith presents

Lin uistic information in saellin

esults to confirm this.proposal.

3. Rort G. Baker; Orthographic awareness

Adults were ,asked to "reform" the spellings of-English words.

Result indicate that the "reformers". are aware of and.. wish to

maiortai morphological and semantic features of, English spelling,

'but are .o. e willing : to change graphemic:features. (E.g., the -s is

,mai.nt:ar erl for all plurals, but final' e after v is dropped.).



Peter Desbe-g,'61 e- E.'El.liott, and George Marsh: American

Black Engl. i b_ and-wpelling '

The nature A few

studiWs are mentioned to shoW-the relation between dialect and
.

f dialects and of Black English is reviewed.

spellin The authors propose that Black English speakers be taught

soel ,using more emphasis on vision than on sound.

PART III _SPELLING AND WORD,RECOGNITION

-Leslie ,,Henderson and Jackie Chard: Thereader!s implicit
ithow1,e4qtpf orthographic structure

! The authors review various

the percept-

udies that purport

of wilrds; is easier/faster than the perception o

expl.ain why

Isolated letts.--

6. John Morton: The Logogen model_ and ortho hic structure

The logogen.model is a model of word ret9gnition., The model is

described .and its applicability for spelling i disuSsed. it-

conciuded that spelling requirei a major visual qr Olem i c

r component.

7. Gillian Cohen: Reading and searchin for s elfin errors

Cohen reports studies in which subjects had to find er -ors

while reading.texts. The resultssuggest that readers make use of

phonologial,,orthographical, and semantic information.

.PART IV: SPELLING STRATEGIES

84 Jonathan Barron, Rebecca Treiman, Jennifer F. Wilf, 'and Philip
Keliman: Spelling and reading by rules.

To groups of readers/spellers are distinguished:

"PhoeniciarW1 (who make use of sound-syAbol relations),and "Chrinese"



(who relate' spelling and meaning ). About

administered; they are described in some detail.

9. -itoderiek W. Barron:-,, Visual ;Fend- strateqjes in

reading and spelling.

Studies indicate that poor readers use visual strategies for

_

reading and-phonological strategies for spilling: good readers use

V
both strategies for both processes..

10. Yvette J Tenney: Visual factors in well nq

Tenney reports on two studies that 'cortfirM the importance of

seeing a word in order to determine its correct spelling.-

11. John -A. SI boda: Vi sual imagery _and, individual di fferences

spelling

Poor spellers seem to depend .too much on sound-to-spelling

cor espondeliies, whereas good spellers are able to use graphemic/

visual features to spell co ectly._ _

PART V. SPELLING ERRORS

2. Ala-n- M. Wing and Alan D. Baddeley: Spelling,errors in
i handwriting: A corpus and a distributional analysis

The spelling errors on 40 thre'ehour exams for entrance to

Cambridge were collected. (They are listed in n appendix.) The

errors are divided betweenrr slips (er o. s 'Oat are corrected or are

spelled correctly elsewhere) and convention errors -(errors

reflecting.lack of spelling knowledge). Analysis was performed on

position effects. Errors were most common medially, in words;

correction was most common initially, least common finall'y'. There

were differences in frequericy and position of the four error types

-analyzed:



.the beg_nning to the end of, sentence's, but

throughodt a. text. ."(Aithoiigh hand riAllig

Errors increased f.roM

re distributed equally

specifically mentioned,

is not distinguished frpm other forms of rtroduct n.)

.NorMan 'Ho opf: Sli s ofthe pen

St.ipS of the tongue and -slips of the pen.bre analyzed., Beth

are rather. rare- less than 1%; with pen slips more common. than

tongue slips. Different types of slips occur at somewhat ,different

frequenc_es in speech end writing. The most common slips of the pen

are sound-pattern .slips

repetitions, and omissions.

stem variants (incorrect suffix),

PART VI: SPELLING AND DEVELOPMENT

1 4 . Linnea C . Ehril The develo ment of brth_ a ic ima es

Several studies are reported that suggest (he importance of

orthographic images (closely tied to phonological form) 6-Abe

mental storage of words. Sudh images are important for both reading

and spelling.

15. George Marsh, Morton r4,edman, VerOnica Welch,. and Peter

Oesberg: The develo ment of strate-ies in selling

Studies are reported to suggest the following sequence

spelling strategies sequential decoding (one-to-one sound-spelling

corresbondences), hierarchical decodiqg (variable sound - spelling ,

correspondences), analogy (pr a ily for irregularor, at least,

less predictable -- spellings) (However, it should be noted that the

order of

order.)

ese strategies also reflects the usual instructional



Peter E. Bryant- and_ Lynette Br dreg: W thilipm sometimes
write words which_ttity do_not._read

Reading ability and necessarily

allel. At the beginning, chifrem to use a visual'strategy

,(plus context) for reading, but onological .strategy for

spelling.

PART VW SPELLik AND IAN6LJAGE MORDERS

17. Tony Marcel:. Phonola ipal awareness and onol og ical

-e- resentation Investi ;at ion of a eoi ic s elling=problem

A spell4ng problem was noted and studied: initial consonant

clusters containingnine a `Liquid,_
e liquid was omitted ,or misplmisplaced

and the voicing of the stop was sometimes Changed; in fina

consonant clusters, nasal lateral consonants were ed.

Ad4Its an,dthibdren with this spel-ling problem were givenvarious

test speech perception and production. These tests showed no

relations to Spelling except. for tests,of phonetic segmentation.

Two explanations are offered; these spellers code speech in the

same way as others, .taut differ in their linguistic awai-eness,

.specifically in the recovery of phonemes in particular context -s; (2)

they code speech differer;try in that they use-a differentset

features, which are not apparent

in their spellim.

18. Richard F. Cramer: Spontaneous

children

Spelling ors were analyzed

their= speech but are manifested

the Ling samples -bf five

wall groups of children: receptive aphasic, expressive aphasic,
d.

spe ch-disordered, normal. The numbers and types of.spellinw'errors



_ -
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differed considerably among the groups, suggesting that each group

has different underlying lin ul tic capabilities.

Barbara Dodd: The spelling abilities of profoundly- pre-.
lin-uall deaf chidren

Studies indicate that deaf children can generate and use

phonological information.

PART VIII: SPELLING AND DYSLEXIA

20. Philip H. K. Seymour and Constantinos D. Porpodas: Lexical and
non-lexical processing of spelling in dyslexia

This chapter reports a series of studies of the reading and

spellinclobility of dyslexic boys (and two dyslexc ad 1 s) compared

with boys of the same _de and with younger boys of the same reading

ability.

21. Hazel E. Nelson: Analysis of in normal and
dyslexic children

A new spelling test wa developed and standardized. OysleAlc

=n and chi ldren c the same spelling level (based on ii

erio--) were found not to differ iti the three types of errors

t.ttd ed. ol Jet c.)A icdily 1.a,curate errors,

!Iv I Ilegdl errors,

UtA ft ith. ktoblertit.

}Eiel I ,itIO dt e

tprupirirtic spel II et

lint [hey

spellers and

uud teadelm Makc,

poor urell er poor tead

less liven'. I oila I et r 01 those who ale. Loth

leaders_ The latter seem to hive inure detailed

graph ic irirrtmatKiel available, which Is dl5o demonstrated when they

must use specific visual information in reading - something that is

ficult for the good readers who are poor spellers.
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